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MSU Presidential Ho OLIN Narrowed To 7
Seen&Heard
Around
Murray
Fellow's wife was complaining that her husband
thought only of "golf, golf,
golf.""You can remember your
scores from ten years ago, but
you can't remember on what
day we were married," she
cried. "Why yes I can," he
replied, hurt to the core, "it was
the slay I sank that forty foot
Putt."
We notice several places in
town where the short steel posts
are left in the sidewalk after
guy wires are removed from
utility poles. These can be
dangerous especially if fallen on
by someone who might trip.
They could be cut off even with
the sidewalk with a torch. Just a
thought. Could prevent a law
suit sometime.
The first bloom on our
Magnolia.

to

Nice , to talk with Max
Churchill this morning. First
time we had seen him in some
time.
We were interested in how the
halting of the artibnisstree
operation has affected the total
picture of the funeral service.
By the way, two of three
ambulances in service here now
are brand new.
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BillingtonTorsee
Tractor Sales
Gutted By Fire
curate estimates of the damage
would be necessary before any
decision was made.
One member of the squad,
Ricky Edwards, was treated for
smoke inhalation, according to
squad reports. Three hundred
/
2 inch lines were laid,
feet of 11
as well as 900 feet of 2/
1
2 inch
lines. All three units of the firerescue unit responded to the
call.
Personnel answering the
alarm were Bernard Steen,
Mike Farley, Loyd Key, Charles
Tubbs, Steve Kemp, Phil
Owens, Stanley Hargrove, Jim
Kelly, Joe Pat Thweatt, Jerry
Edwards, Lyle Pridemore, Jim
Johnson, Max Dowdy, Ronnie
Barnett, Mason Milby, and
Randy Linn.
Forsee said that the building
Rescue squad reports also
would either be repaired or said that the Murray Police
rebuilt, but said that more ac- Depirtment assisted Sunday.

A $75,000 fire left the main
building of the BillingtonForsee Tractor Company
gutted and nearly a total loss
Sunday, despite efforts of the
Calloway County fire-rescue
unit to save it.
The Rescue Squad kept the
fire from spreading to other
buildings at the firm, located on
Highway 94 East. Several
pieces of equipment were also
saved.
The brick building was used
for sale and repair of tractors
and equipment. Earl Forsee,
owner of the firm, said that the
fire seemed to be concentrated
over the parts department, but
had no idea of the origin or
cause of the blaze.

Motorcyclists Injured
In Accident Saturday

Two persons were injured in a
truck-motorcycle accident
Card this morning from Ron which occurred at 4:30 p.m.
and Mary Beshear. They say Saturday east of Dexter on
"we are in N.Y. and are Highway 1346.
preparing to leave for Europe
Teresa Davis is listed in
on Friday July 6. We have a satisfactory condition this
study group composed of Joe morning at the Western Baptist
Resig, Larry Robinson, Leslie Hospital in Paducah after
Furchess, Cathy Christopher, suffering a compound fracture
and Cindy McPhearson." The of the right leg. according to
group will fly from New York to hospital officials. Miss Davis
Amsterdam to begin their tour. was taken to Paducah from the
scene of the accident by a
"The laugh of the year has to Mercy Ambulance Service, the
be Teddy Kennedy charging first emergency accident call
'covet-up' in the Watergate the new service has had.
affair.
"The Chappaquidick Kid has
a short memory. He didn't even
get his wrist slapped.
"This gold-mounted, 18 carat
phoney has more guts than I've
seen in 35 years of Major Belly
Surgery." —W.R. Funderberg,
M.D. in a letter-to-the-Editor,
Four accidents were reported
Advertiser Tribune, Tiffin, over the weekend to the Murray
Ohio.
Qty Police.

had
aCT-

was

State Trooper
Charles
Stephenson said that Miss Davis
and Dana Black, who received
minor cuts and bruises, were
involved in a collision with a
pickup truck driven by Ewing
Ramsey. Stephenson said that
there VMS a third motorcycle
driven by another girl, that was
not involved in the accident.
The officer said that all three
vehicles were headed west on
Highway 1346 when the accident
occurred. Damage to the truck
was to the rear end; and
damage to the motorcycles was
to the front end.

Four Accidents Occur
In City Over Weekend
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A conscientious wife tried
very hard to please her ultracritical husband but she failed
regularly. Scene of most flops
was breakfast. If the eggs were
scrambled, he wanted them
(See Seen &Heard,Page 12
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The fifth annual Douglas
"Gala Day" homecornaing will
be held Saturday, August 11, in
Murray.
All Murray and Calloway
Conn-tans must buy their
tickets before or on July 28, a
spokesman said.

The Weather
Partly cloudy and confirmed
hot and humid today and Tuesday with chance of thundershowers. High today and Tuesday in the upper 80s to low 90s.
Partly cloudy and mild tonight
with chance of thundershowers.
Low tonight in the low 70s.
Outlook Wednesday through
Friday: Partly cloudy, very
warm and humid Wednesday
through Friday with only scattered showers and thundershower activity each day. Early Morning lows will range
from the mid 60s to low 74e and
afternoon Mei will be in the
upper 80s and low 90s.

Regents' Committee
To Screen Applicants

the Tabers auto was damaged
in the right rear, officers said.
Another
accident
was
The first traffic collision reported Saturday to the city
occurred Friday at 3:05 p.m. on police At 9 p.m.
South Second.
An auto driven by Mike Heath
A 1968 four door owned by sof 209 Maple was ging south on
Noah Bennie Wheatley of 517 South Ninth, policemen said.
South Fourth was parked,
A car owned by Albert
facing south off the road in front Cridder of 416 South Ninth was
of the Warren Furniture parked and it was struck in the
rear by the Heath vehicle when
Company, police maid.
Investigating officers said the driver failed to see the
that a 1966 truck driven by John parked car, officers said.
The Heath auto received
Fteddick of Concord Road was
going eist and was attempting damage to the front while the
to turn north from Elm Street Cridder car was damaged in the
onto South Second when the rear, the police report said.
A hit and run accident was
brakes apparently failed and
the truck struck the Wheatley reported to the city police
Sunday at 3:40 p.m. by John
vehicle.
The Wheatley car received Charles Larson of 105 South 14th
+image to the right front Street.
fender, the right front headlight
Policemen said the Larson
ankthe right corner bumper car was parked on South 14th
whRe the Reddick truck and was apparently struck by
received damage to the right another car which left the acfront fender, the right front cident scene.
The Larson auto received
headlight and the right corner
bumper, policemen said.
damage to the right door and
Two cars were involved in an the right quarter panel, police
accident at 2:55 p.m. Saturday officers said
—
on Story Avenue.
Ten citations were issued
over the weekend by the
Policemen said that a 1969
four door driven by Glenda Murray City Police.
The citations included one for
Fuller Boone of Murray Route
Seven was making a left onto reckless driving, one for no
Story Avenue from Boone's state inspection sticker, one for
disregarding a stop sign, five
Parking Lot.
The police report said that a for public drunkeness, one for
no operator's license, and one
second car driven by Hazel
for shooting fireworks in the
Willeford Tabers of Farmington
city limits.
Route One was going west on
Story was struck in the rear by
the Boone car when a third car
KITTENS
blocked the view as the. Boone
Kittens, ;ix weeks old, are
vehicle was entering the street. free to persons for pets. See at
The Boone car received 405 North 18th Street or call 753damage to the right front while 5918.
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HELPING HANDS—Deanna McMillan, left, and Audrey Conley, both it Murray, are ameag a
e production of "See How They Run," July
helping to stage the
number of people from the
12, 13 and 14 at Murray Sta=rsity. Putting finishing paint touches on A piece of scenery,
Deanna is the daughter of Mr. assillirs. Charles McMillan, while Audrey's parents are Dr. and Mrs.
Harry Conley. Both are students at Murray Middle School.

By M.C. Garrott
The search for the sixth
president of Murray State
University has narrowed to
seven applicants, non of whom
are presently connected with
the university or have had
previous "immediate connection" with it.
H. Glenn Dora, chairman of
the board of regents and also
the presidential screening
committee, said the seven
include a college president, a
college vice president, two
university vice presidents, a
former college president now
holding high office in a state
and
two
government,pro(essionaLsnen.
.

"Information gathered by the
committee from faculty)
,
students, townspeople, alumni
and other groups has unheated
a strong feeling that the
university, at this particular
stage of its development, would
be better off with an outside
man in the presidency," he
said.
'Aran declined to name the
• keen "finalists," pointing out
often with much gusto and .as that "this is a very sensitive
in
our
selection
though he was convinced of its stage
value and meaning. When asked procedure, and it is possible
if he knew the origin and that it would be a disadvantage
meaning of the anying, many a to some of the applicants ifthey
G.I. learned-die history of the were named at this point"
The seven, Doran emexpression for the first time.
Sgt. -Lane, who served at phasized, will be further
Comp Jackson, S.C. as early as screened by the committee and
other members of the board of
008 related the following:
The expression or Army by- regents until the final nominee
word, "Mrs. Mitchell," had its Is selected.
The final selection process, he
beginning during the Spanishsaid, will start when the
iSee Mrs. Mitchell,Page 12)
screening committee reconvenes on July 21, and could take
several weeks.
"The procedure to be used in
screening these applicants,"
Doran explained, "will be to
have each one come to Murray
committee
"Another day or two would so each screening
member can spend some
be fine with us," said Ken
time with him.
Beck, 25, of Walla Walla, Wash. personal
"Each app/icarit. alliu will
"We're all really having a good
meet with the president and the
time. The worst is over and evtwo vice presidents at the
eryone is happy and well."
informal
Beck described chess games, university in an
meeting,
and
also
will
be intennis matches, guitar playing
and rules against straying off troduced to the deans for a short
meeting with them."
the hotel grounds.
Dave Curtis, president of the
"We are all eager to get to
Student Government and who is
Zaire where we're going to
teach, but we're all having a assisting the screening committee, also will introduce each
good time," he said.
applicant
to any Student
Zaire is the former Congo.
Government leaders who
In Washington, the State Dehappen to be on the campus,
partment listed 111 as being Doran said, adding that the
held. There was no explanation following day
each applicant
for the discrepancy between the would be formally interviewed
112
listed
by
U.S. figure and the
by the committee and the full
the Uganda government.
board of regents.
Today the Americans slept
In addition, Doran pointed
telephone
with
by
late, talked
out, each applicant will be
worried parents at home and
visited "on their home
complained because there was grounds," by screening com'swimhotel's
no water in the
mittee members for further
ming pool. There were reports, interviews and discussions with
(See Radium,Page 121
their associates.

Mrs. Mitchell' A Term Used
By Many Soldiers In Service
By BROWN C. TUCKER
Martha Mitchell, wife of
former Attorney General
Mitchell has become a contempory household word by her
outbursts to the press and
telephone calls to government
VIPs. She has probably attracted as much public attention as any woman to appear
on the American scene in half a
century.
Martha's feared statements
no doubt will be remembered
for generations and as
Watergate Hearings continue
the public may have further
insight into many Washington
shenanigans. It is hoped that
Mrs. Mitchell will tell the truth.
As the Democrats chide the
Republicans over the castfee
cuts at Rudy's, "Wait Sill Mrs.
Mitchell testifies." .Martha is not the first Mrs.
Mitchell to create consternation
on the American scene as many
an old soldier will attest. When
thisseriter became a member of
the Armed Forces forty seven
years ago "Mrs. Mitchell" was
a common saying among officers and men of all branches
of service. The expression was
used to denote surprise, fear,
dismay, feelings, anger and
cover most any situation that
could arise in which profanity
was out of order. The ex-

Milk Rationing
•Predicted By
Dairymen, Inc.
LOUISVILLE, 1(y. (API —
Officials of a Louisville-based
milk marketing cooperative say
rationing of milk could come as
early as September if production cutbacks continue
Tim Moan, manager of the ,
tentuckY find-Indiana- dlingl5rn
of Dairymen,Inc., said whether
a milk shortage develops depends on how many farmers
leave the business.
"We've lost 1 per cent of our
farmers each month for the
last three months," Mogan
said
Spokesmen for Dairymen,
Inc., which markets milk for 8,500 farmers in 12 Southeastern
states, said earlier that milk
rationing loomed as a possibility but specified no dates.
Spokesmen said at the time
that, if rationed, milk would be
cut back first for secondary
products, such as cheese and
ice cream, leaving the Mildmilk supply basically intact.
Officials have said the rising
cost of milk production, including , mainly high animal
feed pricei, hai forced deremen to leave the business or
sell their herds Winkel.

pression was fascinating to say
the least and when inquiry was
made to men with many years
of service their, reply was," its
an old Army by-word."
Whsie this writer was
assigned to a fighterplane
squadron at an air base in
Michigan about 1930, Staff
Sergeant Gerge W. Lane, Sr.
'returned from a tour of duty
the Philippine IslandasAnd
joined the outfit. Sgt. Lane used
the expression "Mrs. Mitchell"

Amer ans Detained In Kenya
Ordered To Be Released Today
NAIROBI, Kenya (API —
President Idi Amin today ordered the release of 112 Americans detained for two days in
the eastern African nation of
Uganda, the U.S. Embassy reported.
Amin, an unpredictable
strongman at odds with Washington, had the young American volunteers taken into custody Saturday after their plane
made a refueling stop in
Uganda on the way to their
Peace Corps posts in Africa.
Mini disclosed the release
order in a message to the U.S.
Embassy in the Ugandan capital of Kampala.
American spokesmen said it
had not yet been decided when
or by what route the volunteers
would leave Uganda.
There was no immediate indication what convinced Amin,
a burly former heavyweight
boxer, to let the Americans go.
He had said Sunday they would
be held until he got assurances
from the countries to which
they were heading that they indeed were Peace Corps volunteers and not "mercenaries."
The young Americans — 49
women and 63 men — spent
Saturday night under armed
guard at the Entebbe Airport
near Kampala.
They were transferred Sunday, still under armed guard,
to a hotel on nearby Lake Victoria, where they spent the evening dining and dancing with
the few guards looking on.,
A U.S. Embassy official with
the volunteers at Entebbe said
there was "no great outpouring
of joy" when he told the Americans of the release order.
Shortly before the word came
through, one of the Americans
said by telephone he would not
mind staying on at the hotel a
while longer.
JAYCETTES
,
The Murray-Calloway County
Jaycettes will meet at the home
of Ws. Vickie Miller. Camelot
Subdivision, Route Seven, on
Thursday, July 12, at 7- 30 p.m.

The seven have been selected
from 216 applications and
several nominations received
by the five-member screening
committee, named January 31,
to seek a successor for Dr.
Harry M. Sparks, Murray's
president since early 1968. Dr.
Sparks, who is nearing his 66th
birthday, has announced plans
to retire as soon as a successor
can be named.
The screening committee ha,
had formal interviews wipe 32
applicants,
Doran - said,
pointing out that the eommittee
has held It meetings since its
appointment, most of which
have lasted a full day and some
running as long as two days.
,n
...any personal interviews
have been held with applicants
at the homes and offices of the
committee members, he said,
adding that copies of all applications have been provided
each member of the screening
committee, along with the other
members of the boards of
regents,in order that they could
study and research each application and supporting data
submitted.
See hISU,Page 12)

Newcomers Club-I.
Have Coke Party
Thursday Morning
The
Welcome
Wagon
Newcomers Club will have a
Coke party Thursday, July 12,
at ten a.m. in the Community
Room , Federal Savings and
Loan Building, 606 Main. The
dress will be casual.
All old and new members are
encouraged to attend, and a
special invitation is extended to
any woman who has recently
joined the community, a club
spokesman said.
Wagon
The
Welcome
ninsieennasnannglinniardarings
together women Tito, though
they may bersilrangers, are
united in a human interest,
giving them an opportunity to
work together and play
together, said club officers.
The club sponsors the March
of Dimes in Calloway County,
and is also involved in many
other civic and social activities
in Murray.
There are several interest
groups within the club itself,
including gourmet,
homemakers, and bridge clubs,
and tennis, bowling, book
discussion, and
recipe exchange groups.
If there is an activity here
that interests you, or if you just
want to come out and make
some new friends, please plan
to attend the party, said
Kathleen Jones, Club reporter.

John-Mitchell Meets WithSenate_Committee Members
WASHINGTON (AP) — Former Atty. Gen. John N. Mitchell met with Senate Watergate committee staff members
today in preparation for his testimony at the panel's public
hearings Tuesday.
Mitchell, who headed President Nixon's re-election committee at the time of the Watergate break-in last year, is expected to be asked whether he
approved plans for the bugging
of Democratic headquarters.
Although Mitchell previously
has said he rejected the bugging plans, his former deputy,
Jeb Stuart Magruder, swore to
the committee that his boss
reluctantly did approve such a
Proposal.
Sources said the committee
Laff also would try to lavn
whether Mitchell told the President anything about Watergate

or efforts by high White House
aides and re-election committee
officials to cover it up.
In a previous closed-door
meeting with the Senate committee staff, Mitchell acknowledged he was aware of payments being made to the seven
Watergate defendants after
thin were arresteds'" He reportedly said it was for legal
expenses. Other testimony before the committee said the
funds clearly were paid to keep
the men from exposing highlevel involvement in the affair.
Meanwhile, members of the
Senate panel have suggested
that Nixon will not be subpoenaed to testify, but there was
disagreement over what to do
about presidential papers perSeining to Watergate.
One senator called the papers
public records that -belong to

a
-"
the American public." Another
said he was not concerned
about getting the documents,
that the committee could do its
job without them.
Nixon has told committee
Chairman Sam J. Ervin Jr., DN.C., that he will not appear
before the panel "under any,
circumstances" or give it access to the papers.
On a television news-interview program Sunday, committee members Sens. Edward
J. Gurney, R-Fla., and Herman
E. Talmadge, D-Ga,, said Nixon should make the papers
available to the committee.
"I've always thotight that
public records belong to the
American public," Talmadge
said, He said the Senate should ,
consider subpoenaing the papers If Nixon doesn't turn them
(See Watergate;Page 12)
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he's out to save more.

Baker recently appointed
computer systems coordinator
for the Kentucky Department
for Natural Resources and
Environmental Protection by
Commissioner Thomas 0.
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_.-Phase 48? DonMaugh, because it may come to
that if we keep on at the present pace.
Arch Booth, executive vice-president of the
Chamber of Commerce of the United States, has
written the following "letter to his grandchildren,"
- '- explaining how we got to Phase 48. While it is a
humorous account of our ndilenuna, it also carries a
message that is dead-serious. Phase 48 may not be a
far away as we think. Here is Mr. Booth's letter:
WASHINGTON--Dear Grandchildren-You have
asked me to explain how we got to Phase 48, of our
temporary economic controls program. I will try.
Phase 48, as you may remember, resulted from
the failure of Phase 47. Phase 47 was, of course, a
response to the widely acknowledged faults of Phase
46.
Phase 46 but maybe I'd better go back to the
beginning.
It all started with the first wageprice freeze in the
summer of 1971. This freeze was supposed to halt the
inflation that resulted from President Johnson's
efforts to pay for both the war in Vietnam and the
Great Society welfare programs without a tax increase.
Like you and me, governments can pay their
debts by asking for a tax increase, which is like a
pay rise. Unlike you and me, governments can also
pay their debts by printing more money. When a
government prints money faster than a country's
businesses are able to make things to spend it on,
prices go up, because there is more money to buy
•
things with, but not more things to buy. This is what
- caused the trouble in 1971.
Freezes cause economic problems in the long run,
because businessmen cannot tell what people want
most when all prices are regulated by law rather
than by what people are willing to spend. Since the
important men in the government are smart enough
to know this, they announced that the freeze would
•
on be "temporary."Phasty'p
..._`••""And so it was. The first freeze was replaced by a
more flexible series of controls called -Phase II."
Under Phase II, prices and wages could increase,if
the government approved.
The freeze and Phase II looked good at first,
because the economy was slowing down anyway
when they were applied. Prices and wages usually
don't rise in a slow economy. But many people do not
understand that, so they gave Phase H the credit
for the moderation of price increases.
However, trouble was building up under the calm
exterior. of Phase II. Some important commodities
began to run short, because businessmen could not
make any money by supplying then under the Phase
II price limits. Many big labor unions were allowed
wage increases much larger than Phase II was
supposed to permit, because the government was
afraid of them.
So, to make a virtue of necessity, the government
officially ended Phase II about the time it would
have come apart at the seams anyway. Phase II was
_
replaced by Phase III, which was very loose.
All of the pressure that had been building up under
Phase II came out into the open in Phase III. Prices
went up fast. Some bad luck added to that. Bad
weather in our Midwest farm belt and a worldwide
shortage of food raised food prices much faster than
usual. The government's banker, • the Federal
Reserve System, increased the money supply too
fast in 1972. Devaluation of the dollar made
._•:-. American goods more attractive to foreigners,
;:. which added to shortages on the American market.
__,..4..._ A whole complex, series of events caused a shortage
-',- of the fuels from which we get most Of our electricity
i and gasoline.
Phase IV

FRANKFORT, Ky.—With his
red pencil, the main tool of his
trade, Jim Baker has already
saved Kentucky state government about $2 million. Now,

INDEPENDENCE
DAY CELEORATIC
Cur,AL
140g Gear& C. WALLACE
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Crime Commission Receives Second Armored
Additional $1,585,000 Grant Division To Be
FRANKFORT, Ky. — Gov.
Wendell Ford announced today
that the Kentucky Crime
Commission has received an
additional $1,585,000 in anticrime funds from the Law
Enforcement Assistance Administration of the United
States Department of Justice.
Ford said the newly-acquired
funds will enabre Kentucky's
Department of Corrections to
implement several progressive
and long-needed programs. Two
state correctional institutions at
Eddyville and LaGrange will be
among the major beneficiaries,
where money has been earmarked for:
—Expanded industrial and
work programs;
—Renovation of existing
facilities;
—Improved educational
programs and facilities;
—And increased security.
In addition, $95,000 was
allocated to establish a fiveyear master plan, making it
possible for the Crime
Commission, Department of
Corrections, and the recently
appointed Legislative
Correctional Facilities Review
Commission to work together in
producing priorities and
directions for corrections in

Kentucky during the coming
years.
"These funds were made
available to Kentucky after
other states and cities
throughout the country were
unable. to use them within
federal time deadlines," the
Governor continued. "We
stayed on top of the situation
and let the Justice Department
know we were interested if the
additional money did become
available."
Combined with $500,000 the
state received two weeks ago,
the Crime Commission gained
more than $2,085,000 in funds for
crime control projects during
the last 15 days of the fiscal year
ending June 30, 1773.
William Gant, commonwealth
attorney in Owensboro and vicechairman of the Crime Commission, said the award of the
new funds is a "major coup for
the Crime Commission. It
shows that Kentucky is
recognized by the Department
of Justice as a state both willing
and able to take new initiatives
in the fight against crime,"
Ford noted that federal attention has been focused on the
Kentucky Crime Commission
since the state reported an eight
percent reduction in crime last

Ten Years Ago Today
LEDGER di TIMES BIM

year, one of the nation's most
dramatic decreases.

Reunited 26-29

Harris, developed a system
credited with saving the state
highway department about $2
million when he worked for that
agency last year. Using his
system, a computer retrieves
information on legal cases
involving
condemnation
proceedings for right-of-way.
Baker says he hopes he'll be
able to find new ways to save
money for the environmental
protection department. "I
belive a good systems analysist
should be able to justify his
salary every year by saving the
department at last as much as
he makes," said Baker.
The Frankfort native says his
task is to find efficient means of
working with computers and of
coordinating what the department's seven divisions are
doing with Commission Harris's
office, in the area of computer
application. "I'll look at old
systems and coordinate improvements. However, new
computes. applications will be
developed for the individual
divisions."
At present, the division of air
and water are the only ones in
the department using computer
programs. Other divisions
include
solid
waste,
reclamation, forestry, conservation and special program
with noise, pesticides, wild
rivers, orphan lands and
beautifuca bon.
The computer systems

FRANKFORT, Ky.—A back"The latest statistics further
slapping, tale-swapping affair
show that crime in Kentucky
is on tap for Louisville from
was down another 5.3 percent
July 28 to 29, when the 2nd
during the first three months of
Division Association
1173," Ford pointed out. "While Armored
will have their annual reunion
we have been one of the few
at the Galt House.
states to consistently receive
A cruise on the Belle of
over 41 million per year Law
Louisville and a trip to Fort
Enforcement Assistant AdKnox are on the agenda for the
discretionary
ministration
group, nicknamed, "Hell on coordinator backed Into the
funds, the $2 million represents
field by accident. "Acutally,
Wheels."
an
unprecedented
ac"During the Fort Knox tour when I was a sophomore at the
complishment."
we will attend a memorial old Elkhorn High School in 1964,
Ford said the state's total ceremony, place a wreath at the I worked summers as a "pearl
block grant for the fiscal year 3rid Armored Division marker diver," otherwise known as a
was $8.38 million, a 25 percent and visit the Patton museum," dish washer, at the Capitol
increase in Clime Commission said Brig. Gen. William R. Annex Cafeteria. There I met
some of the people working in
resources for state and local Buater, president of the
the Department of Economic
criminal justice agencies.
association.
Brig.
Security's
Gen.
George
S.
Patton,
data processing unit
The newly acquired $1,585,000
package will be used by the son of the 2nd Armored and thought that would be a
Department of Corrections for Division's George S. Patton, good job," said Baker.
Jr., will speak to the group at
the following programs:
Since 1958, Baker has worked
their annual banquet at 7 p.m.,
in that field for state governExpanded industrial and July 23.
ment. Starting with tabulating
work programs at LaGrange
The active division of "Hell on equipment and working his way
and
Eddyville, $393,000; Wheels," is stationed at Fort
division of LaGrange Refor- Hood, Tex. Two of Kentucky's up through four years with the
matory into four program National Guard Battalions, 1st Department of Economic
sections, $285,000; renovation of Battalion, 123rd Armor, and Security, five years with the
existing facilities at LaGrange 2nd Battalion, 123rd Armor, Health Department and three
and
Eddyville, 8238,000; train at Fort Hood and are years with the Highway
reception and diagnostic center scheduled to be part of the Department as a senior systems
at LaGrange, $215,000; in- active division in case of analysist.
creased security at Eddyville mobilization.
and LaGrange, $130,000;
The 2nd Armored was one of
Lexington Halfway House, the first two armored divisions
$125,000; Five-Year Master formed before the outbreak of
Plan for Department of World War IL The division
Corrections, $95,000; improved participated in the invasions of
educational programs and North Africa and Sicily, landed
facilities at LaGrange and in Normandy four days after I)Eddyville, $50,000; training of Day, spearheaded
the
corrections officers, $34,000; breakthrough at St. Lo, helped
dormitory renovation at close the Falaise Gap and drove
Kentucky Correctional In- across Northern France into
stitution for Women, $80,000.
Belgium.

Deaths reported are Mrs. Fanny Irvin, age 79, and
Mrs. Stella Jones, age 48, both on July 8, Mrs.
Elinust Carson, age 85, on July 7, and Mrs. Willie
'ianney Anglin, age 87, today.
Zane E. Cunningham of Murray has been appointed district manager of the Bowling Green
District, Woodmen of the World, according to Buford
Hurt, state manager.
Mrs. C.S. (Lillian) Lowry will leave July 14 to
spend one year teaching English in one of the national Greek high schools in Patros, Greece, on the •
•
by Carl Riblet Jr.
Fullbright Exchange Teaching positions.
If
you
can
recollect
the
cream
line
in
a
quart
of
Miss Sharon Lee Churchill. daughter of Mr. and
you
are
milk
getting
along
in
years
and
had
better
Churchill,
and
Mrs. Max
Ronald Mason Rogers, son
know that you probably will never be wholly comof Mr..and Mrs. Hafford Rogers., werg married on
fortable
-in- this homogenized population where
June 30 at the First Baptist Church.
everybody is a statistic and cream is either fattening
or slimming, depending on whose diet you follow.
"There are three kinds of lies: lies,
damned lies, and statistics."
rnalk ras
—Attthtrr Untdrntffied
Edward Ferguson II, father of Edward Ferguson
III of Murray, died at Deland, Fla., on July 8.
Men in the service notes: Wayne Voris Howard is
serving aboard the attack aircraft carrier USS
Friday 13th
Randolph, Portsmouth, Va.; Sgt. Wilton,H. Jackson
Double Yam pin
recently graduated from the Seventh Aiuny noncommissioned officers academy, Munich, Germany.
idnight Show
Boone Hill, president of the Western Dark Fired
-Call 753-0881
Tobacco Growers Association, said 2295 hogsheads
of tobacco were sold last year in his report at the
* CINEMA-1 *
annual meeting held yesterday in Murray.
Highest Rating!
m ic
Rev. S.E. Byler, pastor of the Memorial Baptist
Church, will be the speaker at the revival meeting
starting July 12 at the Flint Baptist Church.

During that time he took out
two years to try private idnutty and to find out if he
wanted to stay with data
processing. Now, he abandons
his red pencil only for his family
and hobbies—basketball, auto
racing, fishing and boating.

Baker and his wife,the former
Rose Bates of Knott County, and
children Lisa, 7, and Jimmy, 3,
Live in Tierra Linda, Frankfort.

Klondike
Collection
Auctioned
By STEVE WEINER
Associated Press Writer
SEATTLE (A?) — Mementoes of the Klondike were
sold for a wistful smile and
Yankee greenbacks here this
week.
Items that supported, clothed
and entertained the miners who
doggedly panned for gold in the
19th century were auctioned off
at inflated 20th century prices.
On the block were 2,238 lots
of the Pullen Collection-5,000
items Harriet Pullen saved in
Skagway, Alaska, the one-time
gateway to the gold-rich Klondike and now a ferry and rail
stop.
•
The four-day auction netted

8298,456.
Mary Kopanski, "Ma" Pullen's granddaughter, once offered her entire collection to
the state of Alaska for $200,000.
She sat in the front row at
Greenfield's auction house, explaining how the bullet hole got
into an ornate room divider, occasionally sighing when an
Non went cheaply.
Harriet Pullen, her grandMother, operated Skagway's

finest hotel. It became the parttime haunt of Jefferson Randolph "Soapy" Smith, an outlaw grown into Alaskan legend.
Smith's headstone was sold
for $625 to Randolph J. Smith,
his grandson. Smith also purchased his granddad's roulette
wheel for 44,200.
A case of 72 empty hipflask
whiskey bottles went for $225;
an ornate beer ad depicting a
red-robed woman, still in its
original frame, was a $300
item.
For 10 years, the collection
was displayed at the Seattle
Center. When the center decided to remodel, Mrs. Kopanski, lacking another showplace since the Alaska legislature had not acted on her offer,
decided to sell.
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BLANTON G •

A baby girl, Shanno
weighing seven po
ounces, was born to
Mrs. Cletus Blanton, ,
2nd Street, Murray, •
day, June 30, at 8:38 a.
Murray-Calloway
Hospital.
They have one •
Wayne,‘-age nine. The
with the Murray
Department.
Grandmothers are
Langford of Graves •
Mrs. arvade Kenley •
A great grandmo
Judy B. Hart of Br.
Tenn.
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Pb... 755-19117 so 753
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SEE•••
The asked tinier vs. the elide!
The naked fid vs. the deb!
The naked hand ve.1M ,word!

Isn't It The Truth!

20 Years Ago Today

Prices climbed fastest for those things that were
•
„.• 7in shortest supply. This stimulates increased
T
:lib-Audio-ft, writh ts healthy. But high prices are.•, unpopular, for very understandable reasons.
Politicians began to claim that the government
.:(.' could prevent high prices just by passing a law
X against them. Many people wanted to believe that,
•
or because passing a law is much easier
•."
than in'. creasing supplies, which is the only real cure for
t•9rf high prices.
i
When enough people believed the second freeze,
-----r- - and then Phase IV, which was a lot like Phase II.
ff
Phase IV didn't work, of course. Phase y was
. initiated to make up for its defects.
Phase V didn't work either. And that brought
•,. along Phase VI.
Anyway, that's how we eventually go to Phase 48.
:, People just refused to believe that some problems
1,: have no easy solutions. So they began to hope that
k, the answer lay in the next law, the next new
•-.t. economic plan, the next phase. And there were
And the Lord said unto Gideon, By the three
p plenty of politicians ready.to tell then they were
,hundred
men that lapped will I save you, and deliver
_
:rt. right.
the
Midianites
into thine hand.—Judges 7:7.
There stilrare That's why, it's so important for
A few dependable Christians are more valuable
you to study hard to learn how our economy really
by far than thousands of half-hearted church
works.
.
.
members.
With greatest affection, your loving grandfather.'

•1

1,....*,
,(111NGWINSTON'
.
i
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Miss Baughman, Mr. Scott Wed

rBIR2'HS‘j
BLANTON GIRL
A baby girl, Shannon Renee,
weighing seven pounds six
ounces, was born to Mr. and
Mrs. Cletus Blanton, 205 Noith.
2nd Street, Murray, on Saturday, June 30, at 8:38 a.m. at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
They have one son, Darryl
Wayne,'-age nine. The father is
with the Murray Sanitation
Department.
Grandmothers are Mrs. 011ie
Langford of Graves County and
Mrs. arvade Kenley of Murray.
A great grandmother is Mrs
Judy B. Hart of Brownsville,
Tenn.

OVICAUPi

Mrs. J. B. Burkscsi . . .

MONDAY—JULY 9, 1773

'Monday,July 9
Wednesday,July 11
Ladies Staab Night will be
The regular ladies day lunheld at 6:30 p.m, at the Oaks cheon will be served at noon at
Country Club. Reservations the Murray Country Club with
should be made by Sunday be Mrs. Samuel G. Bell 753-7971 as
cailling Meidames Bryce chairman of the hostesses who
Thomas, E. C. Wallin, W. B. are Mesdames Joe T. Foster,
McCuiston,
or
William Willie W. Gilliam, Virgil M.
Williams.
Harris, Bailey Hendricks,
Maurice Humphrey, Dan C.
Vacation Bible School opens Hutson, Harold Hurt, Bill Holt,
at West Fork Baptist Church at -Al Kipp, Mary A. Holcomb,
1:30 p.m.
Newell Knight, and Franklin
-Fitch.
Quota Club will have a
smorgasbord and auction at the
Bookmobile will be at Hazel
community room of the Murray
Elementary School from ten
Federal Savings and Loan at
a.m. to 12 noon with Story Hour
6:30 p.m.
there at 10:30 a.m.for ages four
through eight.
'Tuesday, July 10
The general meeting of the
Ruth Wilson Circle of the
First United Methodist Church
Women will be a potluck picnic First United Methodist Church
Women will leave the church at
at 6:30 p.m. at the pavilion by
the Girl Scout Cabin on Payne 6:30 p.m. for a dinner meeting:
Street in the City Park. Bread
Hannah Circle of the First
and drinks will be furnished, but
United Methodist Church
bring your own table service.
Women will have a family ice
cream social.
The Bessie 'Ricker Circle of

eat.-A66
By Abigail Von Buren -

Mom's sunshine smile
was vacation enough
DEAR ABBY: I quote from your column: "Dear
Abby: My mother has been very sick for a year and a half.
Her doctor says she could last another year or die tomorrow. My husband and I have put off taking any kind of
vacation ever since mother's illness, and we really must
get away. I'm afraid if we go, mother might die, and we'll_
have to turn around and rush home. Should we go or not?"
I'm glad you threw the problem right back into her lap,
Abby. That's a decision everyone must make for himself.
My own beloved mother suffered a series of strokes and
was confined to bed, totally helpless.
My brother and I took turns staying with her for nine
years, day and night, and neither one of us worried about a
vacation. When one of us would walk into Mama's room,
the sunshine of her smile was "vacation" enough for us.
God called her home last Christmas.
NO REGRETS IN ALLIANCE, OHIO

the First United Methodist
Church Women will meet at the
church at 9:20 a.m. to go to the
home of Mrs. John Livesay,
New Concord, for the meeting.

'Mat 754.1917 or 712.4947

DEAR NO: Another Ohioan had the same problem.
Read on tor her solaticia:
DEAR ABBY: The letter from the woman whose mother lingered so long with a terminal illness that she and her
husband didn't dare to take a much needed vacation reminded me of my own situation.
WI fined
We, too, had six years of the identical situation. Finally
we made arrangements with a funeral home to keep mother's body until our return if she died while we were away.
F61
1
4
Then we felt free to go.
It turned out that mother passed away while we were
home, so it wasn't necessary for the funeral home to grant
as
our request. But for four years we went away on our
Barbara Jewell
vacation with a clear conscience, and heaven knows it was
CLEMATIS is ALWAYS
our salvation.
-RANGING AROUND"
MARION, OHIO
Clematis is a genus of Jovely
plrints that You can count oftto
DEAR ABBY: The population of this town is 1,200.
h., "hanging around" if planted
There is to be a wedding here soon. Two hundred and fifty
near any object to which these
invitations were sent for the service and reception.
plants can cling. Clematis inSome of those invited do not know the bride and groom
cludes more t6Pln 100 species of
or their parents very well. Two friends of the bride's mothbeautiful flowering plants that
er organized a shower with a guest list of 80 women. Again,
are rated as tops among the
many invited were practically strangers.
climbing species.
The two hostesses of this shower gave telephone lists to
The-e are numerous varieties
of Clematis, usually bearing liseveral women, who were supposed to invite the guests by
lac, white or purole blooms. -pbocie. They agreed to do so.
These plants are grown in temThe night of the shower there hadn't been a single
perate climates over the entire
regret, so OD women were expected. A hall was rented and
world. Some vaeeties bloom
chain and tables set up, and food and drinks were on
throughout the Summer and othband for 80. Only 15 women showed up, including the brideers bloom in the Fall. Clematis
to-be, her mother, and the hostesses!
has found much favor with gardeners in the United States,
I was there, and it was the saddest, most embarrassing
And, we feel that our 6ne floshower I've ever witnessed.
ral arrangements will find faWe later learned that the women who accepted the
vor with you. Our shop has the
telephone lists disapproved of this kind of shower. So they
widest possible selection of flowjust didn't call anyone. They also didn't bother to tell the
ers from which you may choose.
hostesses of their decision.
Spread sr tittle cheer -to,siviring
Some women who were not called said they would have
flOwets with aocsistit-itt friend.
Telephone your order to us tocome. Others said they were glad they were not called.
day.
Regardless of the rights and wrongs of such a shower, who
was responsible for this humiliating event?
AN INTERESTED PARTY

f'AptiShoa

DEAR INTERESTED: Obviously, the wosnea who accepted the telephone lists and decided not to call anyone,
bat failed to advise the hostesses of their decision were
responsible. Shame on them.

12th at Poplar St.
7534100
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1505 Stadium View Dilve, Murray, Ky.
Editor: MONA PURDOM

Senior Citizens should be at
The Murray Open Duplicate
the Ellis Community Center at
Bridge Club will meet at seven
8:30 a.m. to go on the trip to
p.m. at Gleason Hall. Interested
Paducah
persons may attend, bring own
partner, or partner will be
The Murray-Calloway
provided.
Rangerettes of the WOW will
leave the Municipal Parking lot
Thursday, July 12
at seven a.m. for Beech Bend
The Murray-Calloway County
Park, Bowling Green, and Jaycettes are scheduled to meet
return at ten p.m.
with Vicky Miller at 7:30 p.m.
Murray Star Chapter No. 433
Order of the Eastern Star will
meet at the Masonic Hall at 7:30
p.m.
The Murray Quota Club will
have its regular meeting at the
Triangle Inn at 12 noon.

Mrs George Bust Scott HI
Miss Margaret Jean Baugh- III of Monticello, sister of the
man, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. bode, served as matron of
Smith Adams Baughman of honor She wore a floor length
Danville, and George Buist empire waist dress of pale
Scott III, son of Mr. and Mrs. G. yellow dotted swiss over yellow
B. Scott, Jr. of Murray, were taffeta with long full sleeves
united in marriage on Saturday, and high neckline.
The bridesmaid, Mrs. James
July 7, at eight o'clock in the
evening at the Lexington Clemmensen of Chicago,
Avenue Baptist Church in wore a gown fashioned like that
of the matron of honor. Both
Danville.
Dr. William Austin Roberts carried white baskets of daisies
performed the double-ring tied with yellow ribbon.
ceremony before an arch entEdward Parker of Murray
wined with greenery centered
with a basket of white mums served as best man. Ushers
and yellow fugi mums and were Bill Hart, Don Cherry, Bob
flanked with six candelabra, Hulse, Bruce Scott, brother of
ferns and identical baskets of the groom, all of Murray, and
Quentin Scholtz. Monticello,
MUMS.
Mrs. M.0 Minor, organist, brother-in-law of the bride.
The bride's mother chose for
played Theme from "Love
Story," "Somewhere My the occasion a floor length dress
Love," and "We've Only Just of celadon green silk with
Begun," along with traditional rhinestone trim and matching
selections. Bill Owens, soloist, accessories. Her corsage "at a -asuig "More," "A Time For single cymbichum orchid.
Us," and "The Lord's Prayer"
The groom's mother' was
attired in a floor length sheer
Bride's Dress
The bride, given in marriage floral print in pinks and greens
by her father, was attired in a with green accents and white
gown of white organza with full accessories. Her corsage was
skirt and bodice of Venice lace a single cymbidium orchid.
Reception
and long bishop sleeves with
The reception was held at
lace cuffs. Her chapel length
mantilla was edged in matching Dutch Barn Farm, home of the
lace. She carried a cascade of bride.
The table was covered with a
white roses and yellow baby's
hand-embroidered Maderia
breath.
Mrs. Quentin Edward Scholtz cloth and held in the center with
a silver candelabra with yellow
sweetheart roses and baby's
breath. A four tier wedding
cake and silver punch bowl

Winners Announced
For Bridge Club

RESIDENTS CELEBRATING JULY BIRTHDAYS: Susie Marine, July 7; Myrtle Farris,
July 3; Bertha Bushmeyer, July 4; Edmona McCuiston, July 14; Tommy Brandon, July 8;
Standing: Rachel Latham,July 39; Arthur Turner,July 14.
Another resident, Gladys Hargrove,to In the local hospital for what we hope will be a short
visit. She celebrated her birthday July 1st
We are grateful to the ladies of the University Church of Christ for the birthday cake and
party.
This day,and the people honored, being an inspiration to us, we at FERN TERRACE would
like to quote a prayer of Peter Marshalls:

Our Father, remove from us the sophistication of our age and the skepticism that
has come,like frost, to blight our faith and make *weak . bring us back to a faith-that
makes great and stong, a faith that enables us to love and to live, the faith by which
alone we can walk with Thee We pray for a return of that,simple faith, that oldfashioned trust in God, that made strong and great the tromes of our ancestors who
.
left us our heritage.

The Administrative Board Of
the First United Methodist
Church will have a dinner
meeting at 6;30 p.m. in the
social hall.

The Murray Open Duplicate
Bridge Club met Wednesday
evening,July 4, at Gleason Hall.
The Club enjoyed two visitors.
Mrs. Mary Van Landingharn of
Nen Or1eans, La., a guest of
the Wally Swans and Mrs. Ann
Hackett of St. Paul, Minn., a
sister and guest of Mrs. Max
Carman.
High_ _scores went to Wally
Swan and his partner, Mario
Van Landingham, tied for
seconds were Kathryn Cartnan
and her partner, Arm Hackett
and Sam Posey and Gloria
Cunningham, her partner
The Murray Open Duplicate
Bridge Club welcomes all interested persons to come out to
Gleason Hall on Wednesday
nights at 7:00. You can bring
your own partner, if you wish or
just come and we will furnish
you with a partner for the
evening, a spokesman said.

Easy. dish
An easy main dist-tor,a.,
larf jity is Spanish Rice.
Keit Viffi'The piautged variety from the store. After the
rice is cooked, add one package (6 ounces) of diced pepper loaf.- Return to the heatsource lust until meat is heated through.

The
Welcome
Wagon
Newcomers Club will have a
Coke party at ten a.m. in the
Community Room, Federal
Savings and Loan building, 600
Mien. The dress will be casual.
All old and new members are
encouraged to attend, and a
special invitation is extended to
any women who have recently
joined the community.

The Murray TOPS Club will
meet at the Health Center at
were at opposite ends.
seven p.m.
Assisting at the reception
were Mrs. T. N. Brandon, Miss
Becky Sims, Mrs. Larry
•
Sturgeon, Mrs. Wayne Thomas,
Mrs. Kenneth Eades, Miss
Margaret Baughman, Mrs.
Clarence Sommer, Mrs. Austin
L. Cress, Mrs. Gary Halker,
Miss Jean Cress, and Mr. and
Mrs. J. K. Baughman.
Following a wedding trip to
Florida, the couple will be at
Junior & Misses Summer
home after June 20, at 3730 Bel
Pre Road, Apt no. 14, Silver
Spring, Maryland.
The
bride
attended
Georgetown
College
and
graduated from the University
of Kentucky in home economics
where she was a member of
Alpha Chi Omega social
sorority. She has worked as a
interior designer at FarmerJunior & Misses
Mann Interiors in Lexington.
The groom attended Murray
State University and graduated
from the University of Kentucky in electrical engineering
and is presently employed at
Vitro Laboratories in Silver
— No Returns, No
ring Maryland, as a systems
engineer.
Out-of-town guests included
friends and relatives of the
couple.

-""%"413,

July
Clearance

* Dresses
* Slacks
*Tops
* Pant Suits
* Summer Longwear

Yeff
off

* Shorts
*Tops
*Tennis & Golf Wear
Approvals —

Campus Casual
Across From Admin. Bldg.
Plenty of Free Paritim
Hours: 8-5
Mon.-Sat

1411440e/41201240Qt1

tWATCH_ OUTo
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for the SALE!
CORN-AUSTIN

•

•

dams Original
Nickel
SHOE SALE
Starts Monday, July 9th
FOR MEN,' WOMEN AND CliltDREN
Shoes on racks for easy shopping.
BUY ONE PAIR AT REGULAR PRICE .. •
GET ANOTHER PAIR FOR ONiY Sill
• No Exchanges • No Refunds •Ai Sales foal

ADAMS SHOE STORE

WEST SIDE OF COURT SQUARE

OPEN FRIDAY NIGHT

MURRAY, KY.

Aaron Is 18 -Colonels Will Play Some
Shy OfEMarkOf Their Games In Cincy
By FRED ROTHENBERG
Associated Press Sports Writer
For the past six years,
George Stone was in the best
possible place when Hank Aaron went to the plate-on the
Atlanta roster.
On Sunday, however Stone,
now a New York Met, turned
up in the worst possible place
when AarOn went to the plateon the mound.
.
Stone's baseball met Aaron's
bat and became a souvenir, not
ence, but twice. The 39-year-old
Aaron hammered home runs
Nos. 695 and 696 (22 and 23 on
the year) and the Braves defeated the Mets 4-2. He's now
only 18 career homers shy of
Babe Ruth's all-time record of
714.
This is the era of audience
participation. Spectators vote
for their all-star teams and become part of the show at the
theater, and now the Montreal
fans are getting into the act.
They stopped the show in the
top of the fourth by panning the
performance of Houston left
fielder Bob Watson, who had
collided with Tim Fob at the
top of the inning.
The 6-foot, 175-pound Foli was
carried off on a stretcher with
a broken jaw after attempting
a tag play on Watson, a 6-foot3, 205-pounder who was moving
to second on Doug Rader's
ground ball.
The left-field critics provided

their instant analysis shaming Watson with softdrink cans.
But the show must go on, so
umpire Shag Crawford warned
that any batted ball striking the
debris would be ruled an automatic out.
Cesar Cedeno, howevet, was
the star of the show, make that
game, belting two homers in
the Astros' come-from-behind
victory.
Cincinnati shut out Philadelphia on Jack Billingham's
four-hitter and Phils' Manager
Danny (Yzark, in turn, shut out
the press.
Ozark invoked his form of
freedom from the press after
the game for 38 minutes, blasting his club for "lazy play."
Willie McCovey, who has
been relegated to the role of
spot starter and pinch hitter
during Charlie Fox's youth
movement,entered the game in
the fourth after Gary Maddox
was hit by a pitch and went
three-for-three with two RBI to
key the Giants' victory.
Rookie left hander Randy
Jones pitched a four-hitter and
singled in a run in San Diego's
two-run eighth which lifted the
Padres to their victory.
Willie Davis ended a 12-inning affair with the Pirates
with his 12th homer of the year.
The Dodgers have defeated
Pittsburgh in eight of their last
nine meetings.

Dave Stockton Takes
The Milwaukee Open
By BOB GREEN
Associated Press Golf Writer
MILWAUKEE (AP) - A
three-foot par putt-which he
said was a little bit discourteous-nailed down Dave
Stockton's victory Sunday in
the Greater Milwaukee Open
Golf Tournament.
"The courteous thing," Stockton explained of the putt,
ewoukthave been to let Homero Blancas putt first. And he
was playing second.
"But it was my option. I can
putt out any time I want to.
And I wasn't of a mind to stand
around and look at that threelooter while somebody she_
lined up a putt.
"I wanted to get It la the
hole."
He did.
It preserved a one-stroke victory-the sixth of Stockton's career and first in two seasonsand was worth a $26,000 first
prize.
Stockton, Who wen the first
Milwaukee Open In 1988 and
took the PGA national title In
1970, won with a one-over-par

73 in the muggy heat of the final round and had a 276 total,
12 under par on the 7,010-yard
Tuckaway Country Club course.
Blancas-who made a fivefooter on the last hole after
Stockton had dropped his winner-and Hubert Green tied for
second, just one back at 777.
and Green each had
, but it wasn't close until
Stockton bogeyed the 17th hole
from a bunker.
Canadian George Knudson,
with a 67-278 was fourth while
veteran Bob Goalby took a 74
and 279.
Jack Nicklaus, Lee Trevino,
Arnold Palmer, Gary Player,
.S. Open champ Johnny Miller
Masters titleholder Tommy
on were among those who
bypassed this tournament to
get an early start on preparations for the British Open,
which begins Wednesday in
Troon, Scotland.

MOTORSPORTS
BRISTOL, Tenn. - Benny
Parsons took the lead with 158
laps to go--after Bobby Allison
and Cale Yarborough collidedand breezed to a seven-lap vicin the Volunteer 500 Grand
-National stock car race Sunday.
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By BILL VALE
Associated Press Writer

The result is Cincinnati will
host 10 games here while 26 are
played in Louisville.

CINCINNATI, Ohio ( AP)CSI President Brian Heekin
Ownership of the Kentucky
Colonels of the American Bas- told a news conference here
ketball Association is back in Friday that the Colonels are
the hands of Louisville, Ky. in- also negotiating with the Uniterests but with a guarantee versity of Kentucky at Lexingthat pro basketball will return, ton to play six games there.
at least partially, to Cincinnati
Cincinnati, under the term;
this fall.
of the sale, will also host oneCincinnati Sports Inc., how- third of any playoff games the
ever, retained 40 per cent of Colonels get into.
the Colonels while selling 57 per
"Regionalization of the Colocent to the wife of Kentucky nels, plus good promotion and
Fried Chicken Inc. owner John exciting basketball Should draw
Y. Brown.
very well," Heekin said. He

said prefixing the Colonels they were called the Cincinnati
name with Kentucky would be Royals," Heekin said.
"This was our intention when
no hindrance to drawing in Cincinnati.
we purchased 97 per cent of the
"It's good basketball. It will stock of the Colonels in
be properly promoted," he March," Meekin said. "We will
said, adding, "that's one thing be retaining a substantial
the Royals didn't do properly." amount of stock to guarantee
The Cincinnati Royals, now the team as a tennant for the
the Klnsas City Kings of the Cincinnati colossium."
CS1 said the price was $2 Intl"
National Basketball Association, moved oul of Cincinnati lion.
"We didn't make a profit on
in 1972 complaining of poor fan
ese
the sale," Meekin said.
support
The planned colossium, or
First and Second Place winners in the Oaks Father and Son
"The Cincinnati Royals drew
arena, is again under consider- Tournament were Ira Lee and David Story, left, runners-up, and
better in Cleveland than they
ation by Cincinnati financial in- Mitchell and Greg Story, right, were the winners.
did in Cincinnati even though
terests. An earlier plan was rejected by six local banks.

Murray Wins Pair

Thompson And Miller
Star Foriegion Team

A second plan to build the $19
million, I7,000-seat structure
here has been submitted to the
banks plus other financial interests. Heekin indicated he expected a decision by Aug. 15.
Meanwhile, he said, the Colonels games here will be played
at either the University of Cincinnati Fieldhou.se or the Cincinnati Gardens, former home
of the Royals.

Dan Thompson and Mark
Miller fired mound gems
Saturday night as the Murely
American Legion took a twinbill
from Russellville at Holland
Stadium.
Thompson allowed only one
hit in pitching Murray to a 6-2
opening game win. The first
batter of the game for the
vistiors reached on a single and
that was
the last hit
Russellville managed.
The 6-5 righthander, who
graduated from Calloway
County High School, experienced control problems in
two mriings during the game.

Murray took advantage of
Russellville miscues in the first
Inning to take a 1-0 lead and did
not score again until the four
run rally in the fourth.

Thompson walked five batters as two runs came across in
the second inning.
In the seventh inning,
Thompson issued three passes
but fanned the last man to end
the game.

Stars May Havelloice
In Runoing Of Circuit

Thompson issued a total of
nine walks while striking out 11
betters. Both of the runs which
Russellville scored were earned.
It was a four run outbreak in
the second inning that put the
game in the victory column for
Coach Denny Poll's legionnaires.
The big blow in the frame was
a two run triple by catcher Greg
Howard. Murray added another
pair of runs in the sixth on an
error and two walks.'
Johnny Hewitt smacked two
singles to lead Murray while
Keith Pyle, Mike Cathey,
Howard, Thompson and Randy
Conner all had a hit apiece.
In the nightcap, Miller
ieattered only six hits as
Murray used a four run fourth
inning rally to take a 5-2 win.
Miller, a southpaw from
Calloway County, had a shutout
going until the seventh inning
when Russellville rallied for
two runs on three hits.
The two runs that did come in
during the rally were unearned
runs.
Miller fanned eight batters
while walking four men.

Howard opened the fourth
with a single and Thompson
reached on a walk.
Both men moved up a base
when Scarbrough was out on a
sacrifice bunt.
Thurmond sent in a pair of
runs with a single and Miller
drove in Thurmond, on a runscoring double. Miller came
around to score on a wild Pitch

and error by the catcher.
Hewitt again had a pair of hits
for Murray while Howard
picked up a pair. Pyle, Thurmond and Miller each added a
hit for Murray.
Murray is now 8-14 for the
season and will be idle Until
Sunday when Russellville hosts
the locals for a 1 p.m. twinbill.
The league All-Star game will
be held Thursday night in
Paducah at 7:30 p.m. with the
All-Stars from Benton, Murray,
• Union City, and Paris meeting
league chapion Paducah.

Should be ordered to play for
his country. And from that
point, the argument developed
into a struggle for control of
the world game.
Despite the absence of the
ATP stars, Wimbledon was a
tremendous success. A total of
300,172 fans watched the 12
days of play-the second highThe International Lawn Tenest attendance in tournament
nis Federation, at its annual
history.
meeting at Warsaw Thursday,
But the ILTF knew that Wimwill consider plans for a new
bledon was a special case. It is
governing council to run interone of Britain's big social
national professional tennis.
events. But the fans might not
If the players get their way
go to other tournaments if the
and win an equal voice with the
big stars are not playing.
ILTF in running the circuit, the
Jack Kramer, ATP executive
game will go on as at present.
director, said Sunday that WimNobody was prepared to prebledon had been an outstanding
dict what would happen if they
success without the ATP stars.
fail.
"But what would happen if
Tennis was shocked when they refused to play in the othmore than 70 stars of the Asso- er 96 ILTF tournaments?"
ciation of Tennis Professionals asked Donald Dell, ATP's legal
decided to boycott Wimbledon adviser.
-in sympathy for Nikki F'ilic of
Although the 1973 men's sinYugoslavia. His suspension by gles lacked the usual quality in
his national federation for re- depth, some of the late round
fusing to compete in Davis Cup, matches were worthy of the
was upheld by the ILTF.
best Wimbledon traditions.
ATP claimed that no player
Winning the title for the first
By GEOFFREY MILLER
Associated Press Sports Writer
WIMBLEDON,England (API
- Tennis administrators will
decide this week whether to
give the stars a voice in running the circuit or risk a continuation of the split which hit
Wimbledon.

Rangers Catch A
Spy In Bleachers
By HERSCHEL NIS.SENSON.
Associated Prels'Sports Writer
The Texas Rangers-law enforcement kind-usually get
their man, and Manager
Whitey Herzog, the baseball
version, is no exception.
Herzog also got a double defeat Suncray at the hands of the
Milwaukee Brewers 6-4 and 7-3,
but thinks he may have caught
a couple of varmints in the act
of Stealing the Rangers' signs
from a small chalet high in the
center field bleachers:
Umpire Bill Haller ordered a
inan with binoculars out of the
chalet and told mascot Bernie
Brewer to take off his white
gloves.
"I asked Jackie Moore, my
first base coach, to keep an eye
up there because he had a better angle and he thought he
law a guy up there with !A''S
rs" Herzog .said.
couldn't figure out why that
other guy had no white gloves
on when we bat but put them
on when they came to bat.

Then he'd clap like hell every
time we called for a breaking
pitcheHe called the right efteh
sia times in a row."
The Yankees rocked Eddie
Bane, the Twins' bonus rookie
fresh out of Arizona State University, for eight hits in 3 1-3
innings in his second big league
appearance and his first defeat
as a professional. Mel Stott,
lemyre hurled a feur-hittei
while Thurman Munson and
Roy White homered.
Bob Montgomery's grand
slam homer highlighted Boston's nine-run 10th inning
against Chicago in their nightcap.
Carlos May drove in
three runs with a homer and
double and Buddy Bradford
hornered as the White Sex ended Boston's five-game winning
streak in the opener..
-Gene Tenace's lOtieiaalag
tpmer off Baltimore's Bob Reynolds came after both teams
rallied in a wild ninth inning.
The Orioles took a 4-2 lead into
the ninth but Bert carnpaneris

started a three-run Oakland
rally with a single, Sal Bando
-doubted and Reggie Jackson's
infield hit produced one run.
Jackson stole second and Deem
Johnson delivered a two-run
single.
The Orioles tied it in the bottom of the ninth on two-out singles by Brooks Robinson, Boog
Powell and pinch hitter Al
Burnbry.
Willie Horton doubled home
Detroit's first run against Kansas.City and Aurelio Rodriguez
and Mickey Stanley added runscoring singles in support of
shutout pitching by Mike Strahler and John Hiller.
Richie Scheinblum's two-run
homer In the 10th inning after
Winston IJenas tied the score
with a pinch double in the ninth
gave the Angels their sweep of
the Indians. Bill Singer settled
down after a shaky start in the
opener to record his 14th victory and Vada Pinson and Bob
Oliver contributed home runs.
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Heekin said also that CSI will
keep its new franchise in the
World Hockey Association,
scheduled to begin play in 197475.
"We may have to play some
or all of the first season in another city," said Heekin.
If Cincinnati is unable to
build the arena, the hockey
learn will be relocated elsewhere.
"But we won't sell it," said
Heekin, "we're keeping
franchise."

Mitchell & Gregg Story
Win Father-Son Tourney

Mitchell Story and Greg Story
won the Father and Son
Tournament at the Oaks on
Saturday with a combined score
of 174. Greg had birdies on holes
one and fourteen and fired a fine
42 on the front nine.
Club Pro Ira Lee Story and
son, David finished second with
176 total. Ira Lee shot a 37-37for his 74 total.
Ted and Kevin Lawson came
in third with 177 and Kevin
birdied number 10 and shot a 40
on the back nine.
Karl and Steve Hussung were
fourth with 179 and Bobby and
Anthony Fike were fifth with
183.
Fifteen teams competed in
the eighteen hole tournament.
In addition to the five trophies
-Presented the winners, a trophy
saying "We Tried" went to

Clayton Hargrove and beginner
Church Williams. Their total
was 57 and Clayton had a fine
round of 83.
The Oaks Invitational will be
this weekend and entries should
be sent to Bobby Fike at 1505
Sycamore, Murray, Ky. 42071
There will be at dance at the
Murray State Student Union
Ballroom Saturday night and
Oaks members who are not
playing in the tournament mie,
attend the dance for WOO per
couple.
GOLF
BUFFALO - Mary Lou Crocker fired a five-under-par 68
Sunday to win the 139,000
Ladies Professional Golf Association Marc Equity Golf Classic.

'MOVE 40

HIGHER EARNINGS

time was Jan Kodes, the
27year-old Czech star who has
twice won the French title on
clay. He beefAar Metrevell of
Russia in three sets in the final-the first Wimbledon final
between two players from Communist East Europe.
Chris Evert, 18-year-old star
from Fort Lauderdale, Fla.,
thrilled the packed center court
fans by toppling the favorite,
Margaret Court of Australia, in
a memorable women's semifinal.
But in the end it was Billie
Jean King of Hilton Head, S.C.,
who won the title for the fifth
time. She crushed a nervous
Chris in two sets in the final.
Mrs. King, 29, completed the
Wimbledon "Triple Crown" for
the second time. She won the
women's doubles with Rose-.
mary Canals of San Francisco
and the mixed doubles with
Owen Davidson of Australia.
the Nastase of Romania and
Jimmy Connors of Belleville,
were the riien's doubles
champions.

Murray Branch
EDERAL SAYINGS & LOAN
7th and Main
Phone
753-7921
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Tom Muehleman Is New.
MédaI'ltt

Billie Jean Wants'
To Play Bobby Riggs
WIMBLEDON,England AP)
— The old lady of tennis, after
wrapping up the fifth Wimbledon singles title of her career
and capturing two other crowns
al the prestigious event, would
nOw like to wrap up Bobby
11111g8.
Billie Jean King of Long
Beach, Calif., who at the age of
29 calls herself the "old lady"
of the sport she continues to
dominate, said Sunday after the
1973 Wimbledon championships
concluded, "That's three more
Wimbledon titles, and now for
Bobby Riggs."
The 55-year-old Riggs, winner
of the Wimbledon men's crown
in 1939, easily defeated Australian Margaret Court earlier this
year in a $10,000 challenge
match.
----After the victory over Margaret, he claimed he could beat
any woman player in the world,

Lineup Given
For Golf Play
For The Women
The regular ladies day golf
will be held at the Murray
Country Club on Wednesday,
July 11, with tee off time at nine
a.m. Those not listed in the
lineups are urged to come on out
and be paired at the tee.
Betty Hunter, golf hostess,
released the following lineups:

Fandrich, Alice
Nancy
Purdorn, Cathryn Garrott, and
Jane Fitch.
Nell Roach, Beverly Parker,
Eleanor Diuguid, and Betty Jo

purdom.

Including Billie Jean.
Mrs. King, who in addition to
claiming the women's singles
for a postwar-record fifth time
also won a ninth women's doubles crown and recorded her
third Wimbledon mixed doubles
championship, said she is ready
for Riggs whenever he gives
the word.
King's three victories sent
her soaring past Suzanne Lenglen, who won 15 Wimbledon titles. Mrs. King now has 17.
She completed her 1973 Wimbledon success Sunday by winning the mixed doubles with
Australia's Owen Davidson.
They beat Raul Ramirez of
Mexico and Janet Newberry of
La Jolla, Calif., 6-3, 6-2 in the
final.

The first annual Lady Bug
Invitational Golf Tournament
will be held Tuesday at the
Mayfield Golf and Country
Club.
get
The tournament will
underway with a shotgun start
at 9 a.m.
Entry fee for the tournament
is eight dollars which includes
coffee and doughnuts and lunch
the day of the tournament.
Pairings for the tournament
are as follows:
Tee No. 1A7-.E0l Hibbard,
An Hoffman, Caroline Copeland.
Alice Byars
I'm. No. 18-Pauline Green,
Shirley Pr iddle, Sherry Cope,
Ricki Morrow
Tee No 2-Frances Hulse,
Betty Lou Thomas Virginia
Harp, Nell • Newton.
Tee No. 3-Betty Vowel', Betty
Lowery...,Mary Anderson, Laura

Anna Mary Adams, Nancy
Haverstock, Frances Miller,
and Euva Nell Mitchell.
Imo Orr, Toopie Thomas,
'Patsy Miller, and Sadie West. Parker
Peggy Billington, Euldene
Tee No. 4-- Barbara Murphy,
Robinson, Ruth Wilson, and Lou Sandy Weintraub, Julia Rambo,
Helen Glover
Doran.
Tee No. 5-Jean Gray, Theresa
Juliet Wallis, Elizabeth Lancaster, Dot McKnight, Rita
Slusrneyer, Betty Stewart, and LeNeave
Tee No 6A-Jean Fowler, Sue
Frances Parker.
Taylor, Virginia Rogers: Evelyn
Judy Muehleman, Nancy Jones
Tee No 68-Debbie WarfOrd,
Hutson, Irene Chitwood, and Jewell
Myatt, Janet Haugh.
•
Emma Sue Hutson.
Tee NO 7A -Norma Chapman,
Grace
N Smith, June Morgan.
Rowena Cullom, Mary
Charlotte Boyd
Watson, Marilyn Adkins, and
Tee No 78-Gwen Lentz, Olivia
Isbell, Nell Cochran, Janette
Mary Contri.
Kennedy
Carol Hibbard, Betty Lowry,
Tee NO. 8-Zane Taylor,
Jerelene Jerelene Sullivan, Dot Simmons,
Sue Brown, and
Nancy
Ragland
Sullivan.
Teen No 9-Cynthia Fulcher,
Betty Hinton, Frances Hulse, Lolly Edwards, Dean Jackson,
Evelyn Jones, and Sue Morris. Rowena Cullam
No. 10A-Mary Bain, Mary
Venela Sexton, Margaret J Tee
Alford, Wanda Mullinax, Jane
Shuffett, Beverly Spann, and Ann Nall
Tee No. 10B-Deanie Theobald,
-Urbana Koenen.
Janie Albritton, Joan Greer,
luncheon
noon
a
ladies
day
At
Rosie Gibson.
Tee NO. 11-Joyce Stratton,
—141 be served with Mesdames
Dorothy Graves, Rosie Atkins,
Samuel G. Ball, Joe T. Foster, Dot Arnold
WilliecW. 011liain, Virgial M.
72-Sarah Maddox,
Tee No
Ramage, Beatrice Tapp,
' Harris, Belliley Hendricks, DorothyCampbell
Sarah
; Maurice Humphrey, Dan C.
Tee No 13A-Ruby Bennett,
Hutson, Harold Hurt, SW Holt, Pat Glover, Novella Hall, Shirley
_.._....4 Al Kipp, Mary A. Holcomb, Morris
Tee No 138-Margaret
Newell Knight, and Franklin
Vicky -Newton,- ---Euldine.
Robinson, Harriette Farr?...Fitch as hostesses.

MURRAY-CALLOWAY WINNER—Tom Muehleman, left, is congratulated by tournament
carding a 3-ender-par 69 to win the club's men's medal play golf
Sunday.
tournament

Tony Thurmond and Johnny
Shelly each fired asprin tablets
Friday night in Colt League
action.
Thurmond fanned eight men
and sca,...ered five hits in pitching the Braves to a 6.2 win
over the Tigers.
Shelly picked up 11 strikeouts
and also allowed only five hits in
his mound effort that gave the
Pirates an 8-3 victory over the
Giants.
Thurmond doubled and
singled to pace the Braves while
Jim Thomason, Phil Miller,
Kim Trevathan and Richard
Scott all had singles.
David Carman and Bo McDougal each dotibled for the
Tigers while Lindy Sinter,
Ilmmy Garland and David
Frank all had a single apiece.
In the nightcap, Shelly, Craig
Salter and Roger McCuiston all
had a single as the Pirates were
outhit but still whipped the
Giants.
Dale McCuiston led the losing
Giants with a double while
Steve Meadows, Tony Boone,
Fee Dibble and Terry Melton all
singled.
The Little League finished
Its next to the last week of the
season Friday night.
The Reds used the three hit,
seven strikeout performance of
David Mathis to take an 11-2 vrin
over the Twins.
Mathis belted three singles
for the Red while Dean Cherry
singled and homered and
Howard Boone had two singles.
Other hits for the Reds included a double by Terry
Gibson and singles by Scott
Barrow and Mike Vaughn.
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We furnish
BUILD YOUR OWN HOME THE MILES WAY, HERE'S HOW
precut building materials and step by step instructions and easy pay plan and
free delivery and plumbing and heating and wiring and paint and tile and blueprint service and good advice and some cash for your basement, too. We have
just about everything you need . . we're friendly people, too. So why pay rent?
Our free home plan book tells you more.
[
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Nern•
Add,...
Cley Sle)

Precut
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E.4Ibort,-Lexington, Ity....405117

fiats is a Miles local representative in your area
SHORT ON CASH
(
USE OURS

Club.

Also at 147 was Johnny
Quertermous, winner of the
championship flight in the
annual event at he club for the
past two years. Quertermous,
for the pad_ fear years a
member of the Murray State
golf team, posted rounds of 74-

Fort Mitchell, posted a sizzling

National League
East
W. L. Pct. GB
49 37 .570 Chicago
St Louis
43 40 .5111 41/2
/
1
2
Montreal
40 41 .484 6
Philadelphia
Pittsburgh
37 44 .657 91/2
New York
West
Tee No. 14A-11a Wyatt, 13etty .i_Los Angeles
.821 Cook, VeneTe-Uxtbn, Sim Moore:- _ San Francisco 19
357-31,ij
Tee No. 14B-Vicky Russell, ,,,,„...
47 38 .553 6
Susan Blewett. Georgia Davis. A.oti."'s7;x7.'
47 42 .528 •
_ ___., -Jane Moss.
Attanta-- 39 49 .443 45/
1
2
Tee No. 15A=Setty- Shepard,- .Sen Oiege
31 54 .365 72
Bobby•-----Wright.„.__...---Bebe saw,
Margaret Shuftett American League
Tee NO. 1513-Terri Erhardt,
W. L. Pct. GB
Frances Miller, Carolyn Hale,
48 39 552 New
York
Toni Piercy.
43 38 531 2
Boston
Tee NO 16-Nadine Weis, Gina
41 37 526 ritzBaltimore
Varini, Dorothy Drehrer, Doris
43 41 512 We
Detroit
Dee Perrieu.
42
41 506 4
Milwaukee
Tee NO 17A-Grace James,
Cleveland
29 56 341 1i
Mary Alice Smith, Virginia Jones,
West
PDS *
Mabel Rogers
/0
to
48 38 558 Tee No 178-Nell Johnson, Oakland
44 38 537 2
CalitOrnia
4•2-4' orroCCT•IC Ay./Mt YmN_Iwp 164. Frances
Barclay,
Barbara
144: ••••••••4 ton
47 41 5U 2
City
Kansas
Wheeler, Mary M. Lancaster.
I 41, i.,••• A* P44 miaow. •141 non IV.43
38 531 2/
1
2
Minnesota
,
Tee No 18-Edna Butts, Lu Ann
•••••01,112114 OW lief.•041410s• NY.43111%•
43 40 516 3'?
•
West, Joyce Wright, Betty Suffer. %-noceao
29 53 354 17
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however, with a tweander-pal
34 for his final nine and his 69
total for the day.

Muehleman,who only 10 days
ago was competing in the
Kentucky Amateur at the
Summit Hills Country Club at

Thurmond And Shelly
Colt
League
In
Star
Lady Bug To
Be Tuesday
At Mayfield

old

Tom Muehleman, a 29-yearprofessor of clinical
psychology at Murray State
University, is the new men's
medal play champion at the
Murray-Calloway
Country

chairman Bob Billington alter

For the Twins, Greg Dowdy
smashd a homer and David
Stephenson and Eddie Requtulh
each singled.
In the second game played in
the league Friday night, Steve
Dunn and Bob Murray combined for 12 strikeouts as the
Cards nailed the A's 3-6.
Dunn doubled once and
singled twice for the winners
while John Denham honaered
and singled.
Other hits for the Cards included a double by Mike
Bradshaw and singled by Kim
Sims, Mark Denham, Bob
Murray, Marty Guthrie and
Gary Sims.
Jeff Chadwick doubled for
the A's while Trey Britt, Ricky
Garland, Bill Glisson and Trent
Jones all singled.
Pony League play Saturday
night found the Metaeheiling
the Astros 16-8 while the Orioles
edged the Phils 11-10.
Brian Scott fanned seven men
and gained the pitching win fair
the Mets.
Mike Stephenson singled
twice and tripled to pace the
winners. Tommy Chavis had a
double-and a single while Scott
helped his cause with two
singles.
Other hits for the Mets included a triple by Darrell
Foster, a double by Eddie
Rollins and singles by Ricky
Melton, Linus Kodman and J.J.
Chavis,
Donnie Winchester singled
three times and Andy Ryan
singled twice to lead the losers.
Jimmy Ransom and Craig
Klein also hit safely for the
Astra'.

Stan Rushing, Dan Calhoun,
Gary Eaker and Jimmy
Caruthers all scored one run.
In a game played Friday
night, Craig Rogers and Kelly
Rogers combined on the mound
as the Cards whipped the Mets
9-1. Kelly Rogers fanned eight
batters.
Craig Rogers tripled and
singled while Mike Todd singled
as tbe Cards had only three hits.
Bill Leslie doubled once and
singled twice to account for all
of the hit total for the Mets.
Randy Wilson scored three
times for the Cards while Kelly
Rogers scored twice. Mike
Todd, Craig Rogers, Phil Resig
and Gary Utley each scored one
run
Craig Perry came across for
the lone run for the losing Mets.

1

three-under-par 69 yesterday to
go with his two-over-par 74
Saturday for 143 and a fourstroke edge over Mike Holton,
the Saturday leader with a twounder-par 70.
The husky Murray State
professor lost little time in
cutting into Holton's lead when

73.
Murray State

Golf Coach R.
T. (Buddy) Hewitt, who had

played his rounds earlier in
order to compete in the Rolling
Hills Invitational at Paducah
this past weekend, was next at
151 with cards of 78 and 73.
Norman Hood, a newcomer to
Murray from Louisville, was
next, three strokes back at 154
with rounds of 74 and 90.
Joe Rexroat was the winner of

he took to the course Sunday. He
gained a stroke with a 25-foot
birdie putt on the dogleg 4th and
two more at the fith when he the first flight with 160, one
almost chipped in after a hole- stroke ahead of Bill Fandrich,
high drive for a birdie 3, while who, like Hewitt, had posted
Holton was carding a bogey five scores of rounds played earlier.
Karl.Converse, John Paulk and
on the hole.
Bill Thurman finished in a
bin
only
one
Making the
three-way tie for third with
stroke back and with a onewider-par front nine 35 on the
L. K. Pinkley was second
scoreboard, Muehleman pulled
even with Holton with a three- flight winner with 166, although
foot birdie putt at the 10th and tied by Don Robinson, who
went ahead at the 13th with a played earlier in the week in
two-foot birdie putt after almost order to participate in the
driving the green on the lake- Paducah tournament.
Golfers playing earlier were
guarded dogleg hole. Holton
carded pars on the two holes. qualifying for play in the club's
Then at the 17th, Muehleman, match play tournatrnent in
who played his college golf at August, but were not eligible for
Southern Illinois University prizes in the mdeal play tour*here he was a member of the nament.
Ted Billington, Dick Orr and
team which won the NCAA
small college championship in Chad Stewart were next,
1965, hit his tee shot to within 10 knotted in a three-way tie for
feet of the pin and canned the third place with 168.
Jimmy Boone and W. A.
putt for his fifth birdie of the
round and a four-stroke edge Franklin wound up in a tie for
over Holton, who bogeyed the the top spot in the third flight
with 174's, one stroke ahead of
hole.
Both men bogeyed the tricky David Alexander and Heron
18th green, Muehleman from 15 West. Ivan Frye was next with
feet away. He walked away,1 176.

In charge of the two-day, 36- *
hole tournament were Bob
Billington, the chairman, Stuart
Poston and John Paulk.
The golfers, their flights and
scores are as follows with the
plus indicating those golfers
who had posted their qualifying
scores in advance of the I
Saturday and Sunday rounds: - --Championship Flight
Tom Muehleman
74 69 143!
Mike Hatton
70 77 141
Johnny Quertermous(+174 73 147
78 73 141
Buddy Hewitt(+1
74 80 154
Norman Hood
78 77 157
Bill HOI7SOn( 4-)
76 81 157
Bob Burke(+)
80 78 158
M.C. Garrott
80 78 158
AI Lindsey(+)
76.85 161
John Belote +1
78 83 161
Jim Lassiter
80 83 163'
Clyde Atkins
79 85 164
Jim Payne
Graves Morris
80 89 169
so wo
Homer Branch
First Flight
81 79 160
Joe Rexroat
81 80 161 Bill Fandrich 4- 1
83 79 162
Karl Converse
83 79 162
John Paulk
Bill Thurman
82 80 162
Johnny McCage 1+ I
82 82 164
82 83 165
Gil Morrison
83 84 167
Jack Shell( +
Ralph McCuiSton
83 85 168.'
Lawrence Philpot
82 87-169.
Dr John Quertermous( •1 81 91
172
Ronnie Hutson
83 89 172
Richard Knight
83 92 175
Second Flight
L. K Pinkley
87-79 166;
Don Robinson ( + 1
87 79 166:
Ted Billington
85 83 168
Dick Orr
87-81.166'
86-82 168
Chad Stewart
Virgil Harris
85 84 169
1
85
Rayburn
(
487 172
J.D
Chester Thomas
anis 17.2J
Stewart Poston 85 87 173
Rex Alexander
86-88 174'
Sam Spiceland
87 87-17,4
Bob Billington
87-89.176
Jiggs Lassiter86-91177
John rvan
8514-179
Vernon Cahoon
86-95-181 Third Flight
Jimmy Boone
89-85-174
W A Franklin
91.83.174'
David Alexander
92 83-17
Haron West
90-65-17
Ivan Frye
8818 171
17
89 88
Jim Converse
Darold Keller
8811-179
90 92-182"
Holmes Ellis
89 96 185
Don Grogan
93.93 184
Walter Jones
Vernon Shown
93 95 188
91 98 189
James Parker
Gene Mc Cutcheon
95 97 192
Henry Holton
102 104 206

Datsun 610.

In the nightcap, Paul
Robertson and Terry Vance
combined for 12 strikeouts as
the Orioles edged the Phils 11-10
on a two run doubled in the
bottom of the seventh by Ken
Perkins.
Tim Lane doubled and tripled
while Vance had a pair of
doubled and Jeff Oakley singled
twice for the Orioles.(her bib
for

the .winners

included

a

Robertson and
Singled -by Kevin Shahan and
Randy Ger.
Brian Chapman singled three
times to lead the PhiLs while
Mickey McCuiston singled and
tripled and Kerry Redden

double

by

singled and doubled.
Ronnie Gibson singled

twice
while Micky McKeel and Chuck
Adams each doubled.
One Kentucky League game
played Thursday night found
the Reds shelling the Cubs
Dave Jones singled three
times and doubled for the

27-11.

wirmers as did Bob Daniel while.
Bill Milton singled, doubled and
tripled. Lane Bridwell singled
twice and doubled.
Kevin Gassarn had

a pair of
singles while Chuck Wilson
doubled twice.
Tim Berkley .tripled and.
singled to pace the losers while
Tommy Hendon doubled and

Mike Rogers and Stan Rushing
singled.
For the Reds, Mark West
scored five runs while Bill
Milton scored four runs. Dave
Jones, Lane Brlitivell, Kevin
Gassam and Mike Ward all
scored three times.
Paul Parkins, Chuck Wilson
and Bob Daniel each Scared a
pair of runs for the winning
Reds.
Danny Sims, Mike
and Louis Virronerintiascored a pair of runs for the
losing Cubs while Tim Berkley,

The big-news from Datum this_year: .'LUXURY
• Whitewalls
'and full wheel covers
the new 610 series. 4-boor Sedan,2:
• Fully reclining_ ticket seats
Door Hardtopand 5-Door WaRn.Each
• Tinted glass
one a luxury economy car.:. a Datsun
Original. Check these performance and
• Rear-window defros r
• Wall-to-wan-carpeting
luxury features, all standard, that make
•Custom vinyl interior _
the flew 610 Sedan -one of the year's
The new 610 series friim Datstin..The
best new car values: _
pprfpctcombinationof luxurn Writ* ance and economy. You've got ti)-dt-ive
• New 1800_ cc overhead engine
• .
• New power-assist front disc brakes one to betieVe.it!
, As we always say, drive a Datsun.
• New rugged unibodY construction
then decide!
• Independent rear suspension
•

Pricie

V
.
P
11.401200 Sport Codre

121111 Sett.11

ib
2-1.32 tivJan

i.lil

Odg naL

.
:. _
itZ
a if .1'!`e

1)2 1 Linlior

610 1-Dr. Sc.lan

- 4CZAral

itzzto

('1(1 -1,), V. i,

Open Evenings Ti! 8:00

Pli, 753-7114
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Attic Treasures May Find Home Arts-Crafts Festival
ts
Craf
te
Sta
es
tur
Fea
l
ito
Cap
te
Sta
At Old Kentucky

Summer Drama Tells History

FRANKFDRT, Ky. — Goods of Frankfort.
period. tax deductions can be received handmade by authentic KenWar
"All the Frankfort garden
FRANKFORT, Ky.—Greet- post-Civil
ngs through donations."
tucky craftsmen, music sung by clubs will exhibit arrangements
aunt Clara's antique brass American Empire furnishi
East
Julep cups, tea services and genuine Commonwealth of cut flowers," Pickett said.
candlesticks and Cousin are planned for the
n
Victoria
are the sort of silver he musicians and paintings
and
pitchers
Room
ee
Committ
table
library
n
Noted Kentucky'folk singer
Alfred's Victoria
for, Floyd said.
in
the
looking
era
be
is
West
will
pieces
of
completed by the state's leading Jean Ritchie of Viper will
may be just what the curator
We are seeking some ad- artists—all add up to make the perform at 8 p.m. July 18 and at
tee room.
the Old State Capitol is looking cimunit
far ditional portraits and paintings second annual Capital Arts and noon July 19. The McLain
needed
ngs
furnishi
for.
Kentucky artists," Crafts Festival "the real family singers of Berea will
by fine
the Old Capitol include:
As curator,
—Two mahogany American Floyd said,' "as well as oil
perform at noon and during the
Floyd is in charge at acquiring
red in portraits or busts of early
upholste
sofas,
to
the
free
public
Empire
the
festival,
The
for
ngs
p.m. performance July 18. The
8
furnishi
c
authenti
July 18 and 19 at the Capital Berea Country Dancers, who
red satin with a gold motif, such governors."
Old Capitol and its adjacent
Busts and portraits of chief Plaza Civic Center, is being will entertain during the July 18
building, the Old State Capitol as a laurel wreath.
d Hit- figures in the state's history, sponsored by the Frankfort Arts evening performance, will
stencille
red
—Four
to
wants
he
Because
Annex.
including Daniel Boone and Club with the support of the involve the audience in
obtain Kentucky-made and chcock chairs.
--One pair of six or eight- Henry Clay, will be displayed in Kentucky Arts Commission.
authentic round and square
Kentuckt-used furnishings,
with the Kentucky Hall of Fame, to
Many of Kentucky's leading dancing on the plaza grounds
Floyd is requesting that those branch Empire candelabra
be in the Old Capitol's former arts and craftsmen will be on after the show.
with the appropriate furniture, columned shafts.
—Two pairs of large, heavy federal court room.
hand to demonstrate their
silver and paintings donate
Frankfort area musicians and
icks and
the
in
and to sell paintings,
talent
Gallery
Art
y
Kentuck
their treasures to the state for antique brass candlest
A
groups will perform at 8
_music
fender,
leather-work,- woodwork,
exhibition in one of the two brass andirons and
old court of appeals room will
19.
July
p.m.
out,
1830.
by
,
about
ceramics, jewelry weaving
feature creations
buildings.
Leading Kentucky artists who
—Two American Empire pier standing artist who worked in needlework and quilts.
exhibiting their work
"We have decided to restore tables with marble tops and a Kentucky.
"'flie festival gives people will be
Keith Spears and
include
the Old Capitol as closely as large mahogany Empire
Comthe
worfrom all over
"We would like to get
Louisville; Don
Henry,
t's
,Martha
architec
the
to
possible
secretary.
thwhile paintings by such monwealth the opportunity to Gilbert, Valley Station; Brenda
said,
grandoriginal plans," Floyd
—One mahogancy
Kentucky artists as Matthew H. share their cultural wealth and
on;
"but, to interpret it for the father's clock,to be displayed in Jouett, Joseph Bush, Oliver offers Me artists an outlet to and Edgar Hume, Lexingt
ith
silversm
a
Perkier,
Deborah
its
showing
be
be
will
will
we
which
public,
the Senate,
William Edward West, show and sell objects of art," from Danville; Homer Ledford,
Frazer,
the
ut
entire usage througho
(returned to its 1830 ap- John Grimes, Frank Duveneck said Irwin Pickett, visual arts
a dulcimer-maker from Winperiod the Old Capitol was used. pearance.
and Edward Troye," Floyd director of the commission. chester; and David Midlooking
is
Floyd
two
ore,
ef
y-desks,
Thei
"
—Two secretar
"Only art which is handmade
said.
dlebrook, a ceramic sculptor
for furniture used between 1830 mahogany grandfather's clock,
for the by the Kentucky artist will be from Lexington.
date
on
completi
The
and 1908.
two console or card tables, eight
renovation of featured."
Rooms in the Old Capitol will mahogany side chairs and 20 restoration and
On display will be a new <and Annex
Capitol
Old
the
from
be furnished with articles
pairs ti. brans candlesticks for
Kentucky Arts Commission
he
NAPALM BAN
1W14,
of
fall
the
is
building
different time periods. For the House of Representatives.
exhibit, "Please Touch," which
Walter Bargatzky, presisaid.
for
'looking
example, the entrance hall will
"We are also
will tour the Commonwealth dent of the West German Red
use furniture of the 1830 period, examples of ante-bellum silver
"I should like to emphasize beginning in September. Cross, says the International
while the House of Ftepresen- made by Kentucky silver- that when the architects walk Spectators will be invited to Red Cross is seeking a ban on
tatives will be furnished in the smiths," Floyd said. "Income out of the completed buildings," touch boxes covered with dif- -particularly cruel" modern
Floyd said, "the museum will ferent textures to make them weapons, such as napalm
not be set up in final form and aware of the ''tactile sense in bombs. — CNS
will not be ready to open the art," Pickett said.
next day. It will take a conRadiant Colors for
Glue and scraps of wood will
siderable amount of time to lay be the major ingredients when Lost art NGHAM, England
Discriminating Women!
BIRMI
extensive carpeting, hang in- children make imaginative IUP11 — The painting of pub
numerable paintings, set up constructions during the signs is such a lost art that John
Other Smith's breweries have offered
exhibits in the annex and in festival's "Glue-in."
In Exerting Combinations WIto
general prepare the buildings activities for children include a prizes of up to $250 and 11
of beer to customers
for exhibition.
puppet show to be given both gallons
who design and paint their own
Hume
Alice
afternoons by Mrs.
"I can't wait much longer for
donations to trickle in," he
emphasized. "We need to get
certain things set as soon as
possible so we know where we
stand."
The executive committee of
the Kentucky Historical Society
has set three criteria for its
acquisitions. The object must:
—have political, social or
cultural significance in the
Paris, Tennessee
history of Kentucky.
—be an outsanding example
of its kind which was used, or
produced, in Kentucky.

WUIIsI ierow

Hospital Rep

to package worldly goods were placed in
"Shakertown Revisited," the and were the first
They community ownership,• and
,sale.
for
seed
garden
annual summer drama that
s, each meinhiei—iiiiieS—were
tells the South Union Stutker operated grist mills, sawmill
cared for;celibacy was pracbroom
a
y,
distiller
whiskey
a
will
music,
and
story in words
ticed. They relied on reCTiliting
mill.
textile
large
a
and
factory,
presented July 12-22,
be
their
According to Ms. Deedy Hall, new
during an 11-day festival
elnerrhared
se
r
socie
"The
,
museum
the
of
colony's
the
curator
commemorating
equally in the colony's gover115-year life span in Logan Shakers invented or improved
ning offices.
County. Curtain time is 8:15 upon such items as the common
Two of the original buildings,
ereler-par
apple-pe
pin,
clothes
p.m.
ng artifacts dating
containi
ons
corer, revolving oven, bed
Other festival attracti
back to the colony's early days,
include an arts and crafts show roller, screw propeller, circular
are open from May through
and sale, a tour of the Shaker saw, tilting chair (there is one
October.
Museum and Centre Family on display at South Union),
House,where meals are served, washing machine, condensed
and a gift shop featuring Shaker milk, and the first one-horse
The Arctic fox, found within
books, art reproductions, wagon in America. Shaker 300 miles of the North Pole, can
stationery, and Kentucky made furniture has yet to be excelled withstand temperatures of minus
for its simplicity of line and 100 degrees Fahrenheit, accordcrafts.
ing to the International Wild"Proceeds from the festival functional design."
Shaker beliefs were based on life Encyclopedia.
will go toward funding a May to
September run of the drama communal or anizations-all
during the bicentennial years
and for constructing a roof over
the amphitheatre," Richard
Cox, director of the pageant,
said.
The Gasper Society, as it was
I6
5I
first called, settled at South
th
Union, near Auburn, in 1807.
th
There were 26 converts the first
St.
Main
year. Buy by 1827, the number
had
grown to 349.
Peoples St.
St.
Known and respected for
Hank
their honesty, inventiveness
and hard work, the South Union
Enixhouse
—Ware
Shakers were excellent farmers. They practiced crop
rotation, unheard of before,
Ph. 753-8030
107 No. 5th Street
in breeding.
specialized
Durham and Shorthorn cattle,

GENUINE DIAMONDS

—be necessary to the accurate interpretation of an
exhibit relating to Kentucky
history.
Floyd said that some furnishings will have tube specialordered, including 96 desks and
chairs for the House of
Representatives and 38 desks
and chairs for the Senate.
Furnishings may be donated
by writing to Floyd at P.O. Box
791, Frankfort.
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Enix Warehouse Is Here-

LI

July 2, 1973
ADULTS 107
NURSERY 7
NEWBORN ADMIS
Mrs. Rebecca Lee M
Baby Girl, 514 South
Murray, Baby Girl
(Mother, Ynonne Veat
South 2nd, St., Muria)
DISMISSALS
William Almond L
Route 1, Murray, Mi
Ann Workman, Routi
182, Murray, Mrs.
Reim& Henson, Routi
ton, Mrs. Kathleen
Ward, Route 7, 13o
Murray, Mrs. Patti
Perkins and Baby Girl
Mrs
Mayfield,
Magdalene DeBoe,
Elmwood, Ct., Padut
Eddie Lee Tyler, 409
St., Murray, Cora
Lockhart, Route 7, &I

WATCH C
for the SA
CORN-AUS1

MURRAY

A heart
to heart talk about
health care costs

TV-trs

spci

cii

STE

CARP

We've all been hit in the pocketbook by increased living
have
costs. Like other goods and services, health care costs
l
medica
our
risen too. And, if we are to continue to improve
occur.
will
services and facilities, additional increases
At Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Kentucky, we're doing
everything we can to help hold down health care costs while
helping to maintain quality.health care. We keep a close
watch on our own operating expenses to keep them among
.
the lowest of prepaid health care organizations in the nation
es
servic
care
health
of
ers
provid
with
y
closel
And, we work
to help hold down expenses and claims administration cost.
You can help too. Don't ask your doctor to put you in the
hospital unless it's really necessary. Don't stay longer
than you must. Every day someone spends in a hospital
unnecessarily, raises the cost of health care for everyone
Blue Cross and Blue Shield programs are available for
college students, growing families (includes maternity
benefits), individuals, even a
plan for those over 65 that
supplements but does not
duplicate Medicare.Send today for details of the
plan that fits your needs. And
to find out more about what we
at Blue Cross and Blue Shield
of Kentucky are doing to help
hold down health care costs,
write for our free booklet
"The Cost of Health Care...
What's Being Done."

Is
Any Additil

CARP
I Route 1
V

Phon
i;Prices

L

Blue Cross
Blue Shield

NO EXCHANGES — NO REFUNDS

of Kentucky
tietping you get good
health care you can afford.

ENAM
COW

36 Qt P
9 Jar Ra

of Kentucky, 3101 Bardstown
Complete and mail this coupon to Blue Cross and Blue Shield
p information
Road, Louisville, Kentucky 40205 Please send me, without obligation. nongrou
MIT70413
on health care benefits and eligibility requirements

NANCY'S
HOUSE of
South Central Bel!
Kees:ping you in touch

202 West Washington
Paris, Tenn.

Name(Mr )(Mrs )(Miss)
(Check all items
that apply)
Address
Age 018-24 [125-39
Zip
City
040-84 065 or over
y
by
(Compan
d
name)
Employe
I am LiGetting married
(Company address)
"' JA college student
OPfesently a member of Blue Cross and Blue Shield interested In improving my
benefits. My Certificate No
Olnterested in forming an Employee Group(5 or nri(ke emPloyees)
-Es0Sessesiesvithe broldet The.CCrst 01 Heattt1cariL,Whosoiteingpone

Easy Cle
Porcelain

Reg. si

Farm Bureau Members. See Your Faini Bureau Agent
Rfl 114aa• al* CM.. Asa,
" • 1•••••••••

S ••1 P,a^•
o,SW.,

Anownsimm
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Energy Resource Expert Is A
'Dynamo' Conserving Resources

Hospital Report
July 2, 1973
ADULTS 107
NURSERY 7
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS

FRANKFORT, Ky.—
new
energy
Mrs. Rebecca Lee Moore and Kentucky's
Baby Girl, 514 South 16th St., resource expert radiates energy
Murray, Baby Girl Catlett resources. At one time he held
(Mother, Ynonne VeatriCeMile three jobs and multiple committee posts while cranking out
South 2nd, St., Murray.
eighty technical papers and two
DISMISSALS
books.
Birney Fish, recently apWilliam Almond Donegan,
pointed executive assistant for
Route 1, Murray, Miss Kelly energy
resources management
Ann Workman, Route 1, Box In
the Kentucky Department for
182, Murray, Mrs. Luriene Natural Resources and EnRelma Henson, Route 4, Ben- vironmental Protection, leads
ton, Mrs. Kathleen Machree the state's efforts to find ways
Ward, Route 7, Box 306-C, to produce more energy without
Murray, Mrs. Patricia Ann producing environmental
Perkins and Baby Girl, Route 2, damage, to save energy and to
Mayfield,
Mrs. Mary promote promising energy
Magdalene DeBoe, Apt. 3-F systems in Kentucky.
Although he's simultaneously
Elmwood, Ct., Paducah, Mrs. looking for new ways to control
409
North
6th
Eddie Lee Tyler,
pollution, to increase efficiency
St., Murray, Cora Anthony
in power production, to conLockhart, Route 7, Murray.
serve energy and to promote
Kentucky's squiring pioneering
energy devices, Fish doesn't
think he's spread very thin.
He's cut back his other activities to work toward a Ph.D
for the SALE!
in engineering science from the
University of Tennessee,
CORN -AUSTIN
another
book,
finishing

WATCH OUT

-owna.
•

-Nom.
Complete Your

SPRING CLEANING
with_
STEAM EXTRACTION

A CARPET CLEANING
Size
I
$ 993

developing a new process for
pollution control and holding
down a farm in Lincoln and
Garrard counties.
Before joining the Kenttucky
environmental agency in
March, Fish worked at the Oak
Ridge National Laboratory and
taught at the University of
Tennessee and the University of
Texas at Austin while compiling
his eighty technical papers and
two books. During his 18 years
at Oak Ridge, Fish worked in
development
research and
related to nuclear energy and
health safety.
Since returning to Kentucky
with his 15-year-old son Mark
and his wife Theatrice (a
childhood sweetheart he met in
the second grade) the Crab
Orchard native has investigated
environmental matters.
His assignment includes
deterining when sulfur oxide
removeal equipment will be
available for power plants-4
national controversy. After
receiving a Master's Degree in
physics in 1967 at UT (to
complement his 1951 Bachelors
of Science in civil engineering
from the University of Kentucky) he began multiple
teaching on that subject.
In 1969, Fish took time out
from teaching to visit Japan on
a National Science Foundation
Grant and lectured on parpollution
ticulate
air
technology. That's the subject
of his third book— which will be
published with in a year.

Any

Any Additional Room

$9.95

CARPET MASTERS
Box 354

I Route 1

Murray, Ky.

Phone 489-2504
nie-m: Prices Good thru July 15th —

A

Fish (111.13 his new job wideranging. "I work on the whole
spectrum of energy, production
and use of in an environmentally responsible way.
I'll be visiting power generating
facilities to see what their experiences have been and to try
to determine what will work and
how long it will take to become
available. I'm really involved in
research and development
relating to clean energy."
Within a few days of his ap-

pointment, Fish had already
visited the Loutiville Gas and
Electric Company to see the
sulfur oxide removal system
they're peioneering.
Fish says he's hopeful about
the possibilities of a new approach to power generation
which could produce more
electricity air the same amount
of coal—MED(magneto hydero
dynamics)- a system which,
power
unlike
present
generators, used no turbines.
power
Conventional
generators burn fuel to heat
water which produces a steam
which runs the generators.
Using this system about 32
percent of the energy of the fuel
is converted to electricity.
Using the MHD approach,
fuel is burned producing a hot
electrially charged gas which
produces electricity. "Probably
the early 1MHD's will convert 50
percent of the energy produced
by the fuel to electricity—and
after ten or twenty years of
operation the efficiency may be
Increased to over 70 percent,"
said Fish.
Although there are no fullscale MIID's In operation in the
United States now, Fish says
there could be one within 10
years. He's looking into the
feasibility of getting a
demonstration unit in Kentucky. The University of Tennessee Space Institute has a
demonstrator burning coal.
"One of my jobs is to promote
promising devices like the MHD
in Kentucky," Fish says.

CENTRAL SHOPPING CENTER
9-9 Mon.-Thurs. 9-111fri.-Sat
1-6 Sunday

4tZt.

BOY'S

KNIT SHIRTS
No iron - sizes 8-16
Asst Colors & Styles

Reg.

MEN'S

SKIMMER VESTS

$1.99

•Machine Washable
•Permanent Press
•Solids & Prints

Scott
Paper Towels

Reg.

Or

$2.97

Toilet Tissue

Fish also plans to tackle use
of energy by consumers. "I'm
looking into ways to reduce
invidivual use of energy by such
methods as increased insulation
In buildings, new ways to heat
water, solar
power and
measures to cut gas use by
Many people who know
Birney Fish think his personal
experience is an indication he'll
find ways to get the most use out
of energy resources.

BUNDT CAKE PAN
Teflon II Interior
QUAKER STATE

CAIWNIING,

11E3

OSE_S)
CENTRAL SHOPPING CENTER
9-9 Mon.-Thurs.
9-10 Fri-Sat
1-6 Sundays

Asst. Colors

MOTOR OIL

$299

Super Blend
10W-40

Vinyl Hassocks
Reg. 54'

Asst Colors & Shapes
to fit any decor.

your

-BANKNAEffirm

Early American

weicome

* Prices Good Mon.-Wed., July 9-11

FREEZER
BAGS
Pint and
Quart Size

PLASTIC

FREEZER
CONTAINERS
8 Pint Sizes
6 Quart Size
Unbreakable
Reg. 94`

PITCHER
& BOWL SET

COLAN.JER
STRAINER

PLAY SETS

For washing and draining
fruits & vegetables.

Green, Blue, or White-

•Barnyard Sets

Reg. 5497

•Fort Frontier
•Mobile Patrol Unit
•Western Stage Coach

$544

Reg. '2.96

ENAMEL:77736 Qt Pot
9 Jar Rack
Easy Clean
Porcelainware

MASON
CANNING files9
JARS

58'

wide' mouTh
malson VEIT'S

Alberto
110 Mira! Plus

-

Hair Spray
Reg. & Hard to Hold
3 cans for the price of two. "

For freezing and storing foods.

wide mouth
mason jars
-

Reg. 56.99

FOOD
BAGS

$ 186

Widemoutti, Regular
or Pint Size
1 Dozen Includes Bands & Lids

Pint and
Quart. Size

27

FREEZER
TAPE

Machine Washable
26"z44"

•
65% Nylon - 35% Polyester

Beach
Towels

32x60'& 34x62"

180 Feet
Reg. 77`.
2Lor_
_
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Statewide Clean-Up Follows Hardin Example

coverage of activities, coordinated an environmental information week with the public
library, placed information in
school and public libraries and
helped two schools begin
ecology classes.
West Hardin Count High
School began two ecology

installation of overhanging
of illegal
mini-park in depressed areas,
FRANKFORT, Ky.- county cost survey abandoned
signs, cleaning up roadsides
house,
ly
unsight
tore down an
the
and
county- dumps, junkyards,
"Yesterday
premises, cleared lots, passed out litter and distributing litter
Tomorrow the state," could'. cars and • unsightly
on report cards.
polluti
all
the
in
barrels
ne
litter
determi
placed
bags,
become Tom Reed's and Bill and a survey to
cards Sign sent to litter and
Percentage of residents having city and county parks and pollution offenders by the,' ,daissiand*nwaWa 30motto.
Henry's
pick-up service. replaced county litter barrels
FOR TUES. DAY,JULY- 10, 1973
Reed, director of the Division no sanitation
county judge. They depicted the- acreinvireamilitai
.
campaigners also in- with dumpsters.
feelings
such
School
control
The
them.
ms
with
in
the
Progra
you
Special
of
qui
briskly
winch
cost and damage of dumping TIL Wee Junior High
in
ed
section
includ
and
the
in
s
court
Look
Other project
classes and
your energies. GEMINI
ment for stalled a basketball
y
ky
Depart
ecolog
scatter
Kentuc
don't
began
But
find
g.
litterin
and
and
comes
per
newspa
fr
your birthday
a
initiating
(May 22 to June 21) 11/4
school
S
Natural Resources and EnIn information and education, worked on improving the
what your outlook is, according TAURU
recycling program, passing an
May 21) 1b4/7 -Consider all propositions vironmental Protection, and
to
21
)Apr.
ed press grounds.
promot
groups
the
future
whether
to the stars.
ne
ting
to determi
ordinance elimina
of the
You may have a tendency carefully,
Henry, director
discontent, .they are really worthwhile - beautification program within
ARIES
toward
now
In
ar. 21 to Apr. 20)
irritability with persons who do and advisable at this time.
that division, frequently refer to
The poiition of Mars indicates not understand you. Recognize any case, don't be guided by the plan that won Hardin
day.
Wendell H. Ford recently ans.
active
n extremely
possibility and determine to your emotion
this
in
t
County
the
Cleanes
County
along
nounced a $1.1 million grant to
things 'should move
CANCER
the Nation Award last year. the Kentucky Commission on
(June 22 to July 23)
They hope to use the plan for the
largest HEW grant
spur-of-the-moment entire state and win the Aging-the
Check
aging program ever
the
for
could
You
actions.
t,
commen
Cleanest State in the Nation allotted Kentucky.
step into trouble through heed- Award for Kentucky.
Up to 80 percent of the grant,
cy
less tactics. With diploma
The cleanest county in the part of the Federal Title III
and good judgment, however,
nation award was presented to programs for the state during
you should have a good day.
Hardin County last year by fiscal year 1973-74, will be used
LEO
Keep American Beautiful, Inc., in high priority planning and
(July 24 to Aug. 23)
e of the 44 point service areas, the Governor
Do not become witlessly in- becaus
conducted. Keep said.
volved in so many activities program, they
also
ul
a
Beautif
Americ
perones
the
neglect
Among the service areas
that you
tinent NOW. Conditions ex- presents an annual state award. covered under the grant are 33
who senior citizen centers, the
Sprague,
Mary
cellent for useful discussions,
spearheaded the Hardin County largest of which are located in
new contacts.
program, was on hand recently Louisville, Lexington, OwenVIRGO
AND SAVE
when Governor Wendell Ford sboro and the Northern Ken( Aug. 24 to Sept. 7:1)
AT
As with Geinini, curb kicked off the state's Com- tucky area.
Beach,
emotions and do not let them monwealth Clean-Up Campaign
Henry
According to
become a factor in vital at Winchester. Buthtt, Caldwell, executive director of the
develop
to
steps
s
Take
decisions.
Christian, and Clark countie
Commission, this increased
a latent talent.
were designated pilot counties funding will make it possible for
LIBRA
/Ln for the campaign, which will the commission to reach an
I Sept. 24 to Oct_ 23) -center on removing junk cars additional 60,000 senior KenEmphasize your originality. and roadside trash. Reed
tuckians during the next year
The eyes of superiors are on estimates there are over 400,000
and to offer services to many
your efforts, and worthwhile junk cars throughout
Ken- who have heretofore been
ideas and new methods could tucky.
deprived of them.
lead to a fine up-grading of your
Reed said,"We want to follow
status.
Hardin County's example
SCORPIO
because they enlisted so many July 3, 1973
( Oct. 24 to Nov. 22)
ernments, industry, ADULTS 107
Stress self-control and self- groups-gov
, scouts, civic NURSERY 8
schools
s,
busines
much
too
count
reliance. Don't
organizationsional
profess
and
others.
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
on the cooperation of
p and
Baby Boy Burkeen (Mother,
Plan a workable program and in a concerted clean-u
commitments beautification project. That's Ben Helen), Route 3, Cadiz,
all
make
what we need to do all over the Mrs. Nedra Loy Barnett and
judiciously.
state. When we do that, we'll be Baby Girl, 1309 Sycamore,
SAGITTARIUS
able to say we have the cleanest Murray.
i Nov. 23 to Dec. 21)
will
day
state in the nation.
spots,
in
DISMISSALS
Tricky
When Hardin County started
demand close attention to plans,
Miss Dedria D. Driskill,
good follow-through, efficient its project, the Elizabethtown Route 7, Benton, James Martin
methods and a careful eye to and Hardin County League of Van
Leer, 546 Lafften,
details. Avoid making rash Women Voters, tbe Chamber of Madisonville, Mrs. Catherine
promises.
Commerce and the COunty Burkeen, Route 3, Murray, Mrs.
CAPRICORN
Judge's Office got together to Roberta Hutchens, Route 5,
( Dec. 22 to Jan. 20)
form the Hardin County En- Murray, Errol Wade Watkins,
Fine stellar influences now vironmental Council. It was Route 1, Hardin, Othel D. Pestistimulate your special gifts. that
council that pulled call, Route 1, Hazel, Mrs.
Look beyond the immediate for together
other Elaine Emma Etherton, 810
the
all
on
true perspective. Intuiti
organizations.
Bagwell, Murray, Mrs. Janice
should be keen now.
Among the projects Hardin Gail Nix and Baby Boy, Route 7,
AQUARIUS
-County conducted was aTlean- Murray, Albert Martin, 403
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
abandoned North 1st., Murray, Mrs. Jessie
125
of
up
g
handlin
for
A good day
loads of Irene Wagner, Route 2, Box 78
60
and
iles
automob
business transactions succk area, a Murray, Robert Dixon Crouch,
---cessfully and for gaining ground trash from a five-blo
Route 1, Murray, Mrs. Myrtle
shows us you are,a heiMeowner.
through some rarely used
y
L. Mackey, Route 4, Murray.
toward
a
tendenc
Avoid
talent.
And that means.tvu have equity-the difference
r.
n,
howeve
tinatio
procras
July 4, 1873
.and
between what you still owe on your home
PISCES
ADULTS 109
X
much
be
h
may
(whic
its current appraised value
( Feb. 20 to Mar. 20)
NURSERY 8
Roses should be cut at noon
In dealings with others, be
niwe than %I(t thine).
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
on sunny days, according to
ns. The
reactio
their
note
to
a
andl
sure
when
expert,
garden
one
money
of)
A
lot
loan.
big
a
Fks. Carol Joyce Kelly
77iut could be worth
right word at the right time _ good store of sugar will have
Boy, 801 Sunny Lane,
tiaby
Withwish.
way
vou
any
now.
right
e
(amus
You
could be a big factor in putting
built up in the leaves.
Murray, Mrs. Patsy Lee Smith.
out selling your home.
over ideas.
When arranging the roses in
1
ute I, Dexter.
omir
m
R
and Babylai
YOU BORN TODAY have- a vase, add kt teaspeon-efPhotte-imel-dMay-for a-boinetamelosuar-You'll
been endowed with a fine in- sugar or honey to each pint of
Flavil Maree Robertson, 211
like our people-ter-people service where you're
tellect, a lively imagination, _water to help them last
13th, Murray, Master
South
r
One.
Numbe
always
longer
extraordinary intuition and
Robert Franklin Parrish, Route
unusually high standards and
1, Dexter, Miss Marsha Jo
principles. You have a keen Some light on energy
, 805 Broad, Murray,
Roberts
Calif.
PARK,
Loans and financing in any amount up to
sense of justice and would make ' MENLO
Louise Brooks,
Mary
lights
all
the
Mrs.
if
- Even
an outstanding lawyer, jurist; (UPI)
$7,500, including loans on real estate
Farmington, Master
United States were
the
1
1
in
Route
,
science
could also succeed in
turned out, only about I to 1.5
Steven W. Hale,_Route 2,
journalism or in the field of
per cent of the nation's energy
, Mrs. -Garvis J.
invention. You are extremely conolumption would be flayed, Murray
n, Box 30, Riviera Cts.,
Robinso
ative;
h
conserv
Researc
d
and
Stanfor
ional
the
convent
says
Murray Mrs. Anna Washer
inclined, however, to actually
runitute.
1611 Lochlomond Dr.,
Ielley,
up
live
suffer when others do not
Murray, Mrs. Glenda S.
high ideals. Try to
your
to
baby
OFAAINRICA
and
Davenport
master such sensitivity and
Mrs.
Hardin,
1;
"live
of
Route
phy
Girl,
philoso
a
develop
Open Fridays until 6:06 P.M.
Hattie Mae Blanton and Baby
and let live." In this way, you
Murray, Ky.
In Bel-Air Center
Girl, 205 North 2nd, Murray,
will enjoy life more fully and
same.
the
do
to
others
help
Mrs. Lena G. Phillips, Route 3,
573
753-5
Phone
Ross Wilder, Mgr.
Benton, Williams Albert Fulton,
Box 13, Hazel, Mrs. Mary Thad
Hooland, 201 Irvan, Murray,
Pete Kind l (expired) 101
Spruce, Murray.
July 5, 1973
ADULTS..107
NURSERY..7
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
Mrs. Glenda Nell Garner and
Baby Boy, Route 4, Murray.
DISMISSALS
Mrs. Patty Marie - Winlield
and Baby Girl, Box 88, Hardin,
Mrs. Lavelle Smith, Route 1,
Murray, Lubie Vestor Wallace,
Route 4, Murray, Miss Betsy
Dian Harrison, Route 1, Box
404, Mayfield, Master Sidney
Huston Harrison, Route 1, Box
404, Mayfield, Mrs. Dorothy
Dell Morton, Route 7, Murray,
Mrs. Mary Edna Parrish and
Baby Boy, Route 6, Murray,
William Clayburn Roberts, Box
463, Murray, Thomas Alfred
Barnett, Route 6, Murray,
Herbert Reggie Key, Route 8,
Murray,. Miss Lisa Faye Ellis,
Almo, Buford A. Yarbrough,
ttoute 5, Murray, Mrs. Lillie
Edwards Miller, 717 Poplar St.,
Murray,.. 9wen Alexander
When brought in
McKinney, 510 North 7th St.,
, Mrs. Bernice Lee
Murray
with this coupon.
OOM.
SHOWR
SE
_ _ TRAIN CABOO
d-keeear
Kirkwood,
- -1511
n,
fitirga
yeaaireast,Staptyclid say btiori
4 SALE PRICES
Myrtle
THMIE
AT
Beulah
Mrs.
RAYS
,
BIG
Murray
3
.JUST
BER..
Expires 7/11/73
- REMEM
ING CENTER
Robinson, Route 1, Puryear,
CABOOSE PARKED AT THE BEL-AIR SHOPP
,
Howard
Vernie
Mrs
Tenn.,
I 1415 Vine St Murray

To_c_

Hospital Report

1

N -0 -T -I-C -E

many people we did
Due to the tremendous response from our sale-and the
not have a chance to talk to
_

KURTZ ORG Att-CA110G1E-Will Be In Town 2 More Days& 10

MONDAY & TUESDAY - JULY 9
In the Bel Air Shopping Center Parking Lot
9-9
Hours: Monday -12-9 - Hours: Tuesday
We Take Trade-Ins
Financing On the Spot - Nothing Down

ANO COMPANY
KURTZ ORGAN & PI
Nashville, Tennessee"
"The Music People From
WE SERVICE*WHAT WE SELL

_

ANY 12
EXPOSURE ROLL
OF COLOR NEGATIVE
FILM DEVELOPED

MONDAY—JULYS, 073
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JAYCEES

0
Ju1y46-21, 1973
`Jaycee Fairgrounds
1973 Desun To Be Given Away!

* Mule
Pulling

This 1973 Datsun 1200 donated to the Murray Jaycees by Murray Datstm,
Inc. to be given away at the Murray-Calloway County Fair July 21, 1973.
The tickets for the 1973 Dation, datutted by Murray Datum,
em.The)

MONDAY, JULY 16, 1973
7:00 P.M. — Official Opening
7:30 P.M. — Beauty Contest
_IUESDAY_ JULY IL 1973
10:00 A.M. — Jersey Cattle Shows
7:00 P.M. — Rock Music Night
WEDNESDAY, JUL'( 18, 1973
10:00-A.M. — KDA District 4-H & FFA Dairy Show
8:00.P.M. — Gospel Music (Featuring J.1). Sumner & Stamps Quartet)
THURSDAY, JULY 19, 1973
10:00 A.M. — Holstein-Friesian Cattle Shows
1:00 P.M. — Kiddies Day
5:30 P.M. — Motorcycle Practice
7:30 P.M. — Motorcycle Races (Short Track)
FRIDAY, JULY 20, 1973
10:00 A.M. — Beef Cattle Shows
7:30 P.M. — WKHA Horse Show
SATURDAY, JULY 21, 1973,
8:00 A.M. — Swine Show
9:00 A.M. — Horse & Mule Pulling
(Weigh in 6 a.m. - 9 a.m.)
10:00 A.M. — Farm Bureau Day
7:00 P.M. — Tractor Pull

••

MONDAY-JULY 9, 1973
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It With A Classified Ad
A.

Call
753-1916 Sell
FOR RENT

FOR RENT

HELP WANTED

FOR RENT

HELP WANTfa,

SERVICES OfTESED

REM.ESTATE FOR SALE

I

Call916 .
753-i
Call
753-191

REAL ESTATE FOR 5AL.E

KELLY'S TERMITE and Pest
TWO BEDROOM brick home,
Control, phone 753-3914, 100 South
THREE BEDROOM brick. LARGE 'BRICK ranch home,
carpet, drapes, built-in oven and
13th Street, "every day you delay
Kitchen includes range and dish- three bedrooms, built-in kitchen,
garage and city
Attached
range.
bugs have their
lets
drapes,
carpeting,
Swimming
wall to wall
On Left of Skyline Drive
wahser. Carpeted.
Immediate opening available. Must be neat,enthusiastic
water. Nice country home with
August6NC ,1
way."
Po blocks from campus. Atpool. Phone 753-6079 or 753Attractive
.
responsibility
9
Located
only.
and
able
to
couple
assume
for
garden
energetic
Lots 242, 243, 244
J10C tractive terms available to
1
3095.
of Murray on Highother benefits offered. Applications taken daily 2R& R ASPHALT Paving. Quality
and
north
miles
salary
six
manage
will
couple who
work guaranteed. Business and
way 641. $135.00 a month. Phone
5 p.m.
TWO BEDROOM trailer with pull rental rooms in rear of building
90' frontage, 155' side,
JullOC
Free estimates. ' LOT 242:
residential.
4364479.
out extension. Air conditioned 1626 Hamilton. Phone 436Contact:
Phone day or night Mayfield 247JI7C
building
118.2' side, 100' back
5479
and water and storage
TFC
and
FURNISHED HOUSE
7201.
furnished. Phone 489-2513. J10C
,
apartments. Near university.
90' frontage, 118.2' side,
TWO BEDROOM trailer, 12' Newly decorated. Boys or girls.
NEW DAY care center to be 1 LOT 243:
In person or send resume to BURGER CHEF, 1304 W. Main,
wide, $75.00. Private lot. Also Phone 753-7575 or 753-0669. July
opened latter part of August, now 1
119.6' side, 106' back,
large two bedroom apartment. 24C
,taking applications for children 3
753or
$65.00. Phone 753-8333
AGRICULTURAL FRANCHISE years to school age. Limi4ed
adjoining NA
J1OC'FURNISHED APARTMENTS, WANTED TRUCK driver for Exclusive Distributorship
7671.
number. Phone 753-4478 or 753- 1
Young
Burton
Texaco
room, kitchen, bathroom Distributing Company. Apply in Available. Excellent opportunity. 9135 for more information. J13C 1
50' frontage, 119.6' side,
TWO BEDROOM duplex, less living
1 LOT 244:
exand bath. One or two person. Phone 753-2321.
shower
and
J1OC Rural agricultural sales,
than one year old. Phone 753-5998
side, 116' back,
clusive franchised area, proven LP.N. WILL care for children in
JI1C bedrooms. -Zimmerman Apartor 7534231.
products, national and local her home. Phone 753-8804. J10C
ments, South 16th Street, 753adjoining TVA
July 26C LADY TO live in home with training. This is your opportunity
6609.
1
BUILDING SPACE for rent,
elderly couple. Call 753-4478 or for a satisfying position and high WILL DO sewing. Phone 753i
three floors size 33 x 68'. Floors SLEEPING ROOMS for men, 753-9135.
J9C income. Send information for 9646.
J10C 1
These lots have excellent water available upon
can be rented separately. Phone furnished, private entrance, air
1
personal contact to Mike JohnJ12NC
753-9885.
conditioned, refrigerator.
1 paying hook-up fee for use of Panorama Shores
son, 3021 Chippewa Drive,
BULLDOZER WORK; trucking,
Kpow someone
Zimmerman Apartments, South WANTED SOMEONE to clean Hopkinsville, Kentucky
well and paying small monthly charge.
TWO BEDROOM house, good 16th. Phone 7534609.
July 26C house Thursday or Friday. 42246.
July9C also bank gravel, fill dirt and I
who'll soon
topsoil. Phone Hardin, 354-8138. 1
location, family only. Phone 753Furnish own transportation.
TFC i
after 5:00p.m.
J9C
after 5:00 p.m.
3695 or 753-3482.
CEMENT FINISHERS wanted. or 354-8161
celebrate a
ONE BEDROOM furnished Phone 753-2888
P40.
1
J10C
Needed now. Experienced inPilate 436-2322 for other detek
1
TWO BEDROOM house. Water apartment and air conditioned
only. CARPETS PROFESSIONALLY
finishers
birthday?
slab
dustrial
1
to
MSU
Adjacent
campus.
14
limits
cleaned. Phone Carpet
furnished mile from city
Wanted at the Fisher Price steam
,
kw tow, J. D. Chookick
only. Phone 753-3805. J9C
TFC 1
on 121 south. Prefer small Couples
HOUSE OF Lloyd now accepting building on 641, two miles north of Mister 489-2504.
1
t4Happy
1TC
753-7143.
family. Call
applications for toy demon- Route 121 in Murray, Kentucky.
TWO BEDROOM unfurnished
strators. Free training-top pay. $5.70 per hour. See Charley Kuhn WILL BABY-= in my home.
i
duplex apartment, central heat
KENIANA SHORES-Largt COUNTRY LOTS; trees, water,
NICE TWO bedroom small and air, ceramic tile bath with Now through November. Call 443- 7:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m. on the job or phone 753_8545.
J11C
wooded lots for sale-as little ai fireplugs. Extra large. High and
furnished house, all electric, air shower. Carpet throughout, built- 7009 or write, Mrs. Lewis, 720-F call 502-753-6478 after 9:00 p.m.,
$895 with $10 down & $10 per dry after rains. $3500.00. Phone conditioned. To couple or small in oven. $125.00 per month. Lone Oak Road, Paducah, weekdays only. An equal opAugusUr
J14C portunity employer.
JlIC WILL DO trash and brush month-central water-Lake access- Sam Harris 7534361
family. $90.00 per month. Phone
J19C Kentucky.
753-7850.
JI1C Phone
hauling Reasonable rates Phone all weather streets. From New
489-2595.
TFC Concord drive North East on 444 WATER FRONT large lot, a
PROFESSIONAL HELP wanted: 753-6130.
five miles tind follow Keniana choice area, Phone 436-2327 after
Full time or part time'
7-9
your additions- signs to cake.
FOR ALL
J13NC
July 25C 7 p.m.
THAT POOR CHICKEN 6AVE
registered
ar
medical
DIDN'T
technologist
'(OU
HE,, WHERE
remodeling, residential or
HIS LiFE FOR NOTRIN6
E66!
for
a
qouiz
private
doctors Clinic. Send
ARE 'ICU
New or old. Free ON KENTUCKY Lake; four LOVELY 3 bedroom house, lyt
references and qualifications to commercial.
GOING ?
TFC Large bedrooms, 2 baths, large garage, large lot, electric heat,
753-6123.
Call
estimates.
box number - 32E, Murray,
kitchen and living area, breakfireplace, 1616
Kentucky.
J9C ROY'S LOCKSMITH Service. fast bar, fireplace, central heat air-conditioned,
July 9?
Main Street.
TFC and air, boat dock, large patio.
Phone Paris,642-6551.
$35,000.00. Phone 436-5674. J111C
INSURANCE _
ALUMINUM SIDING trim and
Zroseff
,
41
.
in
wan=
or
Need
two
men
-s
*
*511111
'It ar_
gutters. We cover all exposed INCOME PROPERTY for sale or
\
V
4:"
your area to hsip me
Ora-- _.•
8 ef a
wood. Custom fit trim. Baked trade partially furnished central
service our premst clients
enamel aluminum aiding. All air and heat. Excellent condition,
full time. Commission plus
By Owner
BLONDIE
aluminum gutters and down immediate possession. Monthly
mug
bonus. For
and
'renewals
TO
JULIUS
USED
'
NewEVERY
spouts. Free estimates. Phone income $570. Priced at $49,500
DO THAT, BUT
full information and perAFTER DINNER
HOW?
August9C located 1626 Hamilton, Phone 436753-8763.
Large telty carpeted, four
T. CURED HIM
FALLS ASLEEP
sonal interview write to or
bedroll.home. Two baths,
July14NC
ootolor oo
5479.
phone:
kitchen-dining room, living
TV
&
UGH
PLUMBING
SCARBORO
Mr. John W. 'obeli
room, large family room,
Electric. Complete pump repair ON KENTUCKY lake; four large
Pyramid Life Inc. Co.
utility room. $32,000.00.
bedrooms, 2 baths, large kitchen
old
Let
us
your
check
service.
442
Box
Phone 753-7319
and living area, breakfast bar.
buy
a
for
you
you
before
pump
Fulton, Ky. 42641
fireplace, central heat and air,
emergency
hour
24
Pew one.
Phone 472-3925
patio. May be
ce.Phone 753-5543. July 14C boat dock, large
purchased furnished. Phone 436- $10.00. DOWN and $10.00. per
J12C month will buy a large wooded lot
PAINTING-INTERIOR, ex- 5574.
at Keruana Shores. Lake accessterior, and sheet rock finishing.
SERVICES OFFERED
MUSIC
central water-all weather
work guaranteed. For free
streets. Phone 436-2473. August9C
tes phone Sammie Addl.
ROY HARMON finish carpenter.
'PIANO TUNiNG-Repair•
&
437Prompt expert
Houses trimmed-cabinets- Painting Decorating
rebuilding.
July 20C
4534.
T with large
THE PHANTOM
formica tops-doors-etc. Quality
service. 15 years experience. NICE RESTAURAN
on highway.
located
pit,
barbecue
W.
753Ben
Phone
.
workmanship
DON'T isliatif ART
FREE ESTIMATE on septic tank Rebuilt pianos for sale.
TO BELIEVE-- rave
August 11C installation. Phone 753-7850. TFC Dyer, Murray, Kentucky, . Phone All equipment and building.
0790.
AFRAID-- BUT ePA NOT
TFC Price $20,000.00. Near school and
7534611
LEAVING HERE, AMP
industrial plant. Also large two
FM NOT SELL RIG
TO Teem.
16 YEAR old,- wants to wort:171ANti TUNING and Repa=...story hrirk. two blocks from
I Al Papering
John Gallagher, phone 753Jerry.Cain, 7534712. Registered Broadway, Paducah, Kentucky.
•Painting
8129.
Jw-• craftsman Piano Technician Has four apartments and 8
•Paneling
TFC rooms. Excellent income. Arlin
Guild,
WILL DO baby-sitting in my
Pinnegar Realty Company,
•Ceiling Tile
FOR SALE OR RENT
home during week from 8 to 5
E. Smith associate, 1627
Sabina
Complete Home
J9C NICE MOBIL Homes for rent Broadway, Paducah, Kentucky
p.m. Call 753-3367.
Remodeling
J10C
also for sale. Sizes lox 55. Phone Phone 442-8161.
J9C
and
Mrs.
Dill.
ask
for
753-1551
- FREE ESTIMATES
Service
JOHN'S REPAIR
NOTICE
Plumbing-electrical-roofing and
NOTICE
carpentry. Phone 753-5897 days or
TFC
753-0961
753-7625 nights.

:, Panorama Shores Lots For Sale

Night Manager Needed

NOTICE
WINNER OF the fret
week at your local Sit
Center, was Lorett
Route 2. Register for
to be given away this

$2,000

Mr. David Bradford

l'HE HAIR Dresser
6th will be closed on
and Thursday, llth an
and will reopen,]
Saturday, 13th and 1
from vacation.

: $2,500

Will the person who
Chevrolet Impala-g
Mack vinyl top, in I
McDevitt Clinic p.
Thursday, July 5, plc
7673 after 5:00 p.m.,
12 so we can avoid I
litigation. We have
number.

' $2,500

*
Adk

Murray State I
state-owned 191
MI 1963 Chevr
PM July 18, 11
vices Building,
are available a
for sale thirteel
machine. For
Graham, Tel. I

ok The Ledger ENE
& Times Oi
•Pirili:X02024C*7.400;

THE HI
is offering two c
_ July 16, 1973 at I
-4011arad for $15.0
Aso e cours
These dame

FOR SALE

cones-inserti
stems-basic se
writting-differ
workbead
decorations tions-Spring I
showers--1lllies
We urge you t
ktpoto -at dam
number. We wl
but you will ha
able to do advt

Applicati
1
Rt
c/o Theln

Please enroll
am enclosing

be-Pali &e-dii
Time: Day di
Night class -

Name
AddressAmount Enr
or Money 0

Bill Houghton

BEATLE BAILEY

4E'6 BEHIND A
u54 Ci-LANerNG
INTO HIE
BATHING
5UIT

Statement
of
ii i n
i rmnato
Nondsc

REFINISHING &
FOR YOUR building needs- JERRY'S
Furniture, 6 miles
Built
Custom
old,
or
new
remodeling additions,
on Hwy. 641.
Murray
South of
large or small jobs. Call 753(502) 492owner.
McCoy,
Jerry
25C
July
7955.
TFC
8637.
•

CAN YOUR HOME ESCAPE??
ROACH'S
Carty Germs
SPIDIRS
GET RID al
Are Poison
PESTS
TIRMITIS
rat Your Home
...stomp'em ...spro'cirt--and still the "ugh
households.
Lan be tinnid in thetkiinest

Coo- know the enem)
7-A

NANCY
swai
tscm.nse

,r•-•

TO SLEEP-I'M- SO MAD
AT IIRM A --

Flyies Asa ' Termite Queea

German
Cockroach

with
Hying ants. "rennin, havi. twii
,,et of brittle, white wings of
equal size. Ant bodies have
, three segmentsDon't confuse termites

•
•
•

•
•
•
"West Kentucky Rural Electric Cooperative
•
•
Coporation has filed with the Federal Government a
•
Compliance Assurance in which it assures the Rural
•
•
Electrification Administration that it will comply fully
•
a
with all requirements of Title VI of the Civil Rights Act
•
of 1964 and the Rules and Regulations of the Departtn•
•
net of Agriculture issued thereunder, to the end that no
•
person in the United States shall, on the ground of race. •
color, or national origin, be excluded from par•
ticipation in, be denied the benefits of, or be otherwise--•
subjected to discrimination in the conduct of its
program and the operation of its fad' 'es. Under this
Assurance, this organization is coomi.t. not to
discriminate against any person on the ground of race,
color or national origin in its policies and practicies
relating fi applications for serviee or am.
policies andand practices relating to treatment of •
•
beneficiaries and participants including rates, conits
of
any
of
use
service,
of
ditions and extension
facilities, attendance at and participation in any
•
•
meeting of beneficiaries and participants or the
•
exercise of any rights of such beneficiaries and par•
•
ticipants in the conduct of the operations of this
•
•
organization.
•

FOR Mit

LIL' ABNER

irepsanost
in I.-phonies in
.TermitesEachliyc:colony
can to

she
lain as many as I OitOtte-ftl I:nueli-edt of
mites. There'can he
colonies around your .houw.
the termitc's food is
"Unfiirtenitely7,*the neareit

elley's Termite
& Pest Control
day.
as boutsRocka-Nig,
Fish & Shrubs
Phone 753-3914

SiiVOf

Brown
Recluse Spider

"Any person who believes himself or any specific
class of individuals, to be subjected by this
organization to discrimination prohibited by Title VI of
the Act and the Rules and Regulations issued
thereunder may, by himself or a representative, file
with the Secretary of Agriculture, Washington, D C
20250, or the Rural Electrification Administration,
Washington, D. C. 20250, or this organization, or all, a
written complaint. Such complaint must be filed not
later than 90 days after the alleged descrimination, or
by such later date to which the Secretary of
Agriculture or the Rural Electrification Adminietration extends the time for filing. Identity of
eomplainents- wiii-be kept rentittientia1 elteept-tp
extent neeeasary to carry out the purposes of Ala Maku
and Regulations."

-111
•"
•

•
4
1
•

1..
•
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•
•••
Call
7531916

Sell

it With A Classified Ad

Call
753-1916

••••••
•

NOTICE
WINNER OF the free fabric last
week at your local Singer Sewing
Center, was Loretta Downey,
Route 2. Register for free fabric
to be given away this week. JIIC

If You

Miss Your Paper
Please Phone
Your

THE HAIR Dresser at 210 South
6th will be closed on Wednesday
and Thursday,llth and 12th, July
and will reopen, Friday and
Saturday, 13th and 14th of July
from vacation.
ITC

Paper Carrier
First
If No Results:
Phono

753-1916

Will the person who hit the 1871
Chevrolet Impala-green with a
black vinyl top, in the Houston
McDevitt Clinic parking lot,
Thursday, July 5, please call 7537673 after 5:00 p.m., before July
12 so we can avoid any possible
litigation. We have your license
J13C
number.

Before 5:00 p.m.,
Then
p.m. and
5:30
After
Until 6:30 p.m.

753-7278

- NOTICE 8

is offering two classes in cake decorating which will begin
July 16, 1973 at 9:00 a.m. and 6:00 p.m. These classes are
offered for 115.00 each. One will be able t decorate cakes
when*course is completed.
These classes will consist of making butter cream
icing-coloring icing-making paper cones-filling
cones-inserting metal tubes-sweet peas-flower
stems-basic spray formation-.half roses-leaf makingwritting-different flowers from star tube-shell workdesigns-Christmas
bead
work-borders-side
decorations - Easter decorations - Halloween decorations-Spring flowers-Shamrock--designs for stork
showers-lillies of the valley and figure piping.
We urge you to make a deposit of $5.00 to reserve a place
sd tbseeNidaettle as we can only take a limited
number. Wewill offer advanced courses at a later date,
but you will have to have this course before you will be
able to do advanced work in cake decorating.

r,
tri

lot

Application Form:
The House of Cakes
Rt. 11 Benton, Ky. 42025
c/o Thelma Nanney- Phone 527-7157

er

ge
y.
g.
nd

Please enroll me in the Bask Cake Decorating Class-4
am enclosing $5.1111 enrollment fee, with the renudader to
be paid the day classes begin.
Time: Day class - 9-12 a.m.
Night etas* -6-9 p.m.

WO
e II

lin
Y.
627
ky
OC

•
•

Murray State University is accepting sealed bids on
state-owned 1962 Ford Sedan, 1958 Chevrolet Pick-ap
and 1963 Chevrolet Bus. Bid opening Wednesday 1:30
PM July 18, 1973 at Purchasing Dept., General Services Building, Chestnut SL, Murray, where bid forms
are available and vehicles spotted for inspection. Also
for sale thirteen used typewriters and one used stencil
machine. For information contact Mr. Jimmy
Graham, Tel. No. 761-2538.

THE HOUSE OF CAKES

16

Name
Address
Amount Enclosed &
or Money Order

•

Phone
City
Check

•

•
S
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

FOR SALE
1
2 bushels of
SEED FOR beans, 12/
York and 4 bushel of Kent,$10.00.
J9P
a bushel. Call 753,4733.

DUNE BUGGY-1968 metallic
green, meg wheels. Must sell.
$650.00. Phone 753-3734 or 4362348.
J10C

BE GENTLE, be kind to that
expensive carpet,clean with Blue
Lustre. Rent electric shampooer
$1.00. Big K, Belaire Shopping
Center.
J14C

DODGE DART-I965, new
battery and engine, some body
damage. $250.00. or best offer.
Write P.O. Box 862, M.S.U. or
phone 787-2414.
JI1C
1986 MUSTANG automatic
trimsmission, one owner, price
J9C
1400.00., call'753-0744.

FOR LONGER wear keep carpets clean with Blue Lustre. Rent
electric shampooer $1. Kwik-Pik
Market,Five Points.
J14C

1970 VW, white with red interior,
good condition $900.00, phone
J9C
753-6579.

6 Ft. show case - Flouresent lighted polished plate glass walnut finish Excellent condition - $109.00.
Two glass doors - Walnut Frames. From Men's Hat Case the very thing for Gun ease,china closet, etc. for opening 59"
wide i6'. With hardware.$50for the pair.

HOWARD &'JOBE
West Side Square
IPatits, Tenn.38242

CONCRETE STEPPING stones
and concrete splash blocks. SEAMLESS ALUMINUM gut- BIG HORN saddle. Excellent-.
Murray Lumber Company, 104 ters. Baked on acrylic finish. condition. Phone 753-0413 before
J11C Guaranteed for 15 years, Call for 6:00p.m.
"IC95;
'7 Maple Street.
J10C.
Tar'Rett U. S. Pat. Oli-A/1 tttit•
•••••••••1
'
free estimate Dale riimphell 7530 1973 by
led iamb. indicate, Inc.
REDUCE SAFE & fast with 7775.
1966 PONTIAC Bonneville conJuly IOC MOBILE HOME-1963, two
GoBese Tablets & E-Vap "water
vertible,call 436-2427.
J9C
bedrooms, 10'x50'. Good con"DURING THE'TRADE TALKSwrm NIXON, DID pills" Holland Drug Store, 109 641 PET Shop. Cocker Spaniel dition.
Phone 753-0521 or 753-3184
J11C puppies, Chihuahuas, and Irish or 753-1236. Can be seen after 4:00
1972 MODEL 18 foot turbocraft YOU I3RING UP THE 'SUBJECT OF CREDIT CA1D6? South 4th.
iet boat and trailer. Has been
J1OP
Setters. Phone 753-1862 or 753- p.m.,north of Penny.
used 10 hours call 436-2427 after 7
July 24NC
LOST & FOUND
FOR SALE
DUNE BUGGY, phone 753-4016 %57.
112C
p.m.
jgc
WHEAT STRAW.Phone 753after 5 p.m.
MISCELLANELOST BLACK mans billfold FURNITURE
3930.
J10C
FOR SALE
OUS,
some
antiques.
1616
TRIUMPH GT6-1967, six :ontains, identification, credit
1961
IA
SABRA
Buick,
must
sell,
Sears
23,000
BTU,I7.4
cubic
July9P
TRAVERSE CURTAIN rods, two
cylinder,four speed, 80,000 miles, cards and cash. Reward offered Main.
good condition. $150.00, call 753ft. Tappan Refrigerato
pair; one table lamp; one lamp;
$1,200.00. Phone Benton 527J9C
Phone 753-8320.
0154.
J12C
Freezer. Both are like new.
FOOT
fabuglas
bass
1972-15
Jl3NC
old antique trunk. Can be seen at
7540.
Phone
7524665
LOST BILLFOLD, belonging to boat and trailer, 1971-80 h.p. BOAT, MOTOR AND trailer
526 South 7th Street.
J10C
GMC PICKUP-I951. Good Mr. Sandy Forrest, loin at litSU Mercury motor completly rigged $400. Call after 1 p.m. 492or
will
take
off
part
of
equipment
condition, $200.00. Phone 753-9483 gym locker room. If found you
J9C SAIL BOAT, 12' fiberglass, NEW SPORTSMASTER 28"
J12C 8883.
J13C may keep money but please for less. Phone 753-7728.
Mossberg Mallard with 76 square bicycle. See at 412 South 6th
or 753-5754.
return billfold with important
USED RIDING mowers, $39.95 foot sail and 14' Moody trailer, Street.
J1OC
1967 CHEVROLET Impala, 2 and up. Murray Supply, phone 1400.00.
papers to Southside IGA.
Two Zenith TV. sets and
OPPORTUNITY
Also
BUSINESS
door with air conditioning.
753-3361.
AugustaC one 26" girl's bicycle. Phone 753- MUST SELL!!! English park
1972---350 Honda with extras.
PEST CONTROL
3125.
J1OP saddle. God condition. Phone 753Phone 753-5037.
J9C SPECIAL 5' fiberglass one piece
SERVICE PROFITABLE ac5058.
J10C
FOR
THE
best
in
pest
control
counts in your area!! "Walt
tub, $172.50, white and colors. 1969 KAWASAKI 350cc, $300.00.
Disney Products". Unusually service and termite control call FOR SALE E. Gleaner Combine Murray Supply, 753Also refrigerator and life raft. BARGAIN!I GOOD used oil
high earnings! Inventory in- Superior Exteminating Com- In real good condition with cab, 3361.
furnace, complete, American
AugustlIC Phone 436-5634 after 4:00 p.m.
pany,
753-7266
TFC
contort,
and
grain
head.
robot
vestment required $3,290 fully
brand. Heat entire house. Phone
JI1C
For further information call 753- SPECIAL 34":32" one piece
refundable. Income possibilities
1442-3214.
J1OP
5601or nights 753-4672.
Jl2C fiberglass shower stalls. Special
up to $900 per month. Call Collect
FOR SALE
SIZE
bedspread
and
FUge
J11P
Mr.Donner (214) 243-1981.
$112.00. White and colors, Murray
SET OF American Peoples endrape*.Lady's clothes, size 12HONDA C L 125, 3 months Supply,753-3361.
cyclopedia'. Lady's and girl's
AugustaC 14.Phone753-5544.
like new.
1972 HONDA Mini trail
J11C
will .Ridden very little. Phone 753. old, excellent condition. Phone
BAKERY,
RETAIL
othing. Phone 753-9646.
J1OC
J9P
753-6571.
equipped established business. 8218.
KIRBY VACUUMS-The shag
J9C
Towers
TV
Reasonable, owner must sell, ill
rug specialist that adjusts to any
UPRIGHT PIANO,antique
Antennas
health. Call 444-7684 or write 1971 MOBILE Home take over FURNITURE, USED and new. carpet. New and used vacuums
green,$45.00. Phone 436Ever
Prices
Lowest
new
Used
bedroom
suite,
also
Midtown Bakery, 1906 Kentucky payments. Call for appointment,
for sale. For demonstration
5593.
J10C
TV Service Center
dinette and couch with floral phone Mike Hutchens, your local
J9P 753-7284.
Ave. Paducah,Kentucky.
312C
Center
Shopping
Central
pattern, and complete bed. Call Kirby distributor. 753-0752 or 753-0
20 BUSHELS york soy beans.
Phone 753-5865
J12C 0359.
after 12 noon 474-3382.
Jul31C,
WANT TO BUY
Phone Terry Buckingham, Route
RIDING MOWER, 6 H.P.
2,753-4944.
J10C
new.
A-1
Looks
Like
Craftsman.
USED DEEP freezer, reasonably'
1150.00,
Phone
Fred
condition.
priced. Phone 753-8500.
J1OC
FISHING BOAT 14' V bottom, 18
Phillips 753-0891.
39NC
H.P. Johnson motor, new tilt
trailer. All in excellent condition.
4 the Opening
!WANT TO BUY weed furniture, YAMAHA-1971 250 MX, rebuilt >
Phone 753-1812.
JI3P
any condition, no appliances. engine. Also 1973-750 Yamaha,
motormiles.
Also
2,000
July 23C under
day of
Phone 753-8378.
33' HOUSEBOAT (dock
cycle trailer. Phone 395eluded), steel hull, good con_ 4264_
_,JUNC
•
• t
For informatinu. pall
Hunter
Love, 503 Poplar Street,
NOTICE
Murray,Kentucky. Phone 753GUTTERING BY Sears. Sears
ORR ELECTRIC,thctric motor searnhas gutters, installed per
2342.
AMP
repair and sale. New Concord
your specifications. Call Larry
Road,phone 753-8114. August9C Lyles at 753-2310 for free
DOOR AND door frame, three
windows each side, shower stall,
estimate.
TFC
KELLY'S TERMITE and Pest
small basin. Phone 753-6124. J10C
Control, phone 753-3914,100 South CLOSE OUT specials. Moving to
13th Street, "every day you delay new location behind Tom's Pizza
BOY'S BICYCLE, Raleigh 10
Located on
lets bugs have their way." Aug4C Palace to open up our new
speed. Excellent condition. For
Information phone 753-0413 before
Western Store and a new boot and
Arcadia, across
6:00p.m.
,-:%0,corootr0000i, shoe store. Vernon's corner of 4th
J1 OC
from Control Shopping Center
&Sycamore.Open Sundays TFC
SPECIAL 14 H.P. John Deere
AIR CONDITIONER,.
10,000
lawn and garden tractor with
BTU. Good condition. Phone 753number 48 mower. Regular
4126.
J11C
$1965.00. Through July or while
supply lasts $1695.00. Murray
AKC WEIMARANER Puppies
Supply, 7534361.
August/0C
after 23 July. Ideal hunting,
guard dog, or playmate. Come
IRISH
SETTER
puppies,
see now! 1203 Brentwood Paris,
champion blood lines, all shots
Tian.Phone 642-4326.
J9C
and wormed. Eight weeks old.
Phone 753-4825.
JIIC
.
-474 15' BOAT, motor and trailer with
accessories. Phone 753-1514, J10C
NEW HOLLAND bailer-288
Phone 753-5186.
J1IP
18" GIRLS Bicycle Excellent
condition, 26" Girl Bicycle Good
VICTORIAN FAINTING couch
and matching ladies and gencondition, 12" Boys Beginner
tlemen chair and ottoman rose
Bicycle, Fair. Phone 753-7477. J9C
color cut velvet upholstery.
GAS DRYER, Kenmore, Se.ar's
Beautiful mahogany wood-la
-Perfect condiUon4600.00, 753best. Like new. 150.00. Phone 7537340.
=7.
J1OC
JUNC

373

411111mITTore

_TODAY!

NOW . . .
Vernon's Is 3 Stores In 1. •
• Vernon's Complete Western Store
• Vernon's Boot & Shoe Store
• Vernon's Shoe Repair

SALE-SALE-55SM
(We are overstocked)

v Visit Vernon's and see the new line__
of Western_ltems
v Visit Vernon's for Boots and Shoes for
the Whole Family
v Visit Vernon's for All Shoe Repair Needs

Travel Trailers
Star Craft

Tent Campers
•

FOR SALE

ECONOLINE 300 Ford van1970, V8 engine, automatic
transmission, long wheel base,
side windows. Price $1,925.00.
J10C
Phone 489-2826.

Shasta-Golden Falcon

•
•
•

BELTONE FACTORY fresh
hearing aid batteries for all make
hearing aids. Wallis Drugs. JlIC

_

FOR SALE

FOR SALE

Vi

a,
•

•
•
•

•
•

AUTOS FOR SALE

NOTICE

21 units will be sold. All offers will be considered.
None above cost refused. Complete hitch and hook-up
$300 value for $1.00.

Gillespie Motor Co.
E. Wood - Pdris - 642-1751

SEAMLESS GUTTERING, white
enamel finish, never needs
painting. Free estimate. Phone
7534407 or 753-890. Atkins Gutter
Service, Murray.
July 10C
TRUCK LOAD sale-Armstong
turck tires, first line;
825x20 - 10 ply $46.90 4- MA
900x20 - 10 ply $59.18 -47-3S
1000'20 - 12 ply 089.96+
Armstong's best higlnity treat'
truck tires;
825:20 - 10 ply $51.18 + $6.14
900x20 - 10 ply 165.43 + $7.33
1000'20 - 12 ply $76.68 + $9.10
Armstrong's best traction type
truck tires;
125x20 - 10 ply $65.21 + $7.25
90040 - 10 ply $71.14 $8.51
1009x20 - 12 ply $63.08 + 110.52.1
Roby Sales, Highway 68, Benton,
Ky.
July 14NC

Montgomery Ward -1203 Chestnut
Sole. Wednesday only
10 percent oft ali Returned
Goods
Open till 7 00 P M

Vernon's Boot & Shoe
Store & Shoe Repair

YAMAHA 100 (LS2) almost
brand new, less than 400 miles.
Gets around 100 m.p.g. $375., call
753-0014 anytime.
J9C

*0* in their new location on Arcadia,
off 641 North across from the
Central Shopping Center in Murray.

1970 YAMAHA 90 Enduro, low
mileage, good condition, 6200.00.
Phone 7534167.
J9C

-

4

YAMAHAS- 125MX, 125 Enduro,
175 Enduro. 125 Penton. Three
bike trailer. 1957 GMC panel
truck. Phone 7534761 or 753J1IP
S167.

./
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Scout Troop 77
Spends Week At
Summer Camp'

Man Killed
In Accident
Midiale Ruggles, age 28,
Gilbertsville Route One, was
killed in a car-motorcycle crash
at nine p.m. Friday about 3.3
miles east of Benton on U.S.
Highway 68.
Kentucky State Trooper Ron
Wilkins said Ruggles was dead
on arrival at Benton Hospital
after his motorcycle collided
with an auto driven by Irene
Louise Chitwood of Benton, who
was reported not injured nor a
passenger in her car, J.C.
Darnall of Benton Route One.
Wilkins said Ruggles was
going east and the Chitwood car
was traveling west when the
collision occurred. An unknown
vehicle turned left in front of the
Chitwood vehicle, causing
Ruggles to lost control of his
cycle, said Trooper Wilkins.
The cycle struck the Chitwood
car in the left front and Ruggles
died of a broken neck, according to the state trooper.
Funeral services are being
held today at two p.m. at the
chapel of the Collier Fwieral
Home,Benton, with Rev. Calvin
Wilkins and Rev. T.L. Campbell
officiating. Burial will be in the
Province Cemetery.
The young man is survived
by his wife, Mrs. Glenda
Ruggles, and one daughter, La
Cenda Ruggles, - Gilbertsville
Route One; his parents, Mr. and
Mrs M.C. Ruggles, Jr.. sister,
Miss Donna Lynn Ruggles, and
brother, Gary Steven, Ruggles,
all of Benton Route Seven:
grandparents, Mralld Mrs.
Milo Ruggles of Gilbertsville
Route One and Mr. and Mrs.
C.C. England of Benton Route
Seven.

Boy Scout Troop 77 attended
Summer ('amp this past week
at the Four Rivers Council
Camp on Kentucky Lake.
The week long camp experience provides opportunity
for outdoor recreation and
advancement in scouting skills
The Scouts earned a total of
fifty four merit badges in the
areas of First Aid, Lifesaving,
Rowing,canoeing, water skiing,
camping, personal fitness,
hiking cooking, swimming,
sports, nature, indian lore,
mile, swim, life guard, and
environmental science.
The nineteen boys attending
camp were Barry Wells, Bryan
Warner, Bradley Wells, Kevin
Geurin, Joey Grasty, Doug
Crafton, Alan Warner, Brett
N1NTEEN MEMBERS of the Boy Scout Troop 71 attended Summer Camp at the Four Rivers
Warner, Ernie Dodd, Charlie
Bazzell, Claude Johnson, Craig Council Camp on Kentucky Lake. The troop meets each Monday evening at the First Christian
Johnson, Kelly Seales, Andy Church.
Wilson, Frank Gilliam, John
Hart, Rusty Moore, Donnie
Henry, and Steve Underwood.
Troop 77 meets each Monday
evening at 6:30 p.m. at the First
Christian Church. Any boy
eleven years old interested in
Scouting is invited to attend.
trict Court in Kansas City adBy FRANCES LEWINE
Robert W. (Bob) Davis, life
ministering the oath.
Associated Press Writer
Kelley, 61, is a 20-year veter- long resident of Fulton, died
SAN CLEMENTE, Calif.
( AP) — President Nixon flies an of the FBI. He has been Saturday at six p.m. at the
to Kansas City today for the Kansas City police chief since Westview Nursing Home,
Murray. He was 86 years of age
swearing-in of Clarence M. Kel- 1961.
Funeral rites for Cecil Jarvis ley as director of the FBI.
Kelley takes over from the and had been in declining health
of Benton Route Three were
Nixon planned to speak brief- current acting director, William for the past two years.
The deceased was a Fulton
held Sunday at two p.m. at the ly at the afternoon ceremonies D. Ruckelshaus, former head of
chapel of the Filbeck and Cann at the Federal Office Building the Environmental Protection county farmer until his
Funeral Home, Benton, with in Kelley's hometown.
retirement in 1960. He was a
Agency.
Rev. Jack Doom and Rev.
. winning Senate con- long time member of the First
first
It
President's
thp
was
the
in
a
up
of
arms
wrapped
all
bunny
is
5,
stuffed
rabbit,
Griggs,
giant
STORY TIME—Steve
David Brasher officiating.
public appearance since June firmation, Kelley promised he Baptist Church, Fulton, having
while his sister. Debra, 12. reads him a story at the Calloway County Library. They are the children
would cooperate in drafting been elected as a deacon of the
Pallbearers were Lennie 15, when he went to Pekin,
of M. and Mrs. Harold Griggs.
Photo by Wilson Woolley Burkhart, John Ed Barnes, for the dedication of a me- new legislation to bring the FBI church when he was 19 years of
Luther E. York, Houston Smith, morial congressional research under closer congressional age. He was a Sunday School
Roy Filbeck, Jeffery Smith, center honoring the late Sen. scrutiny than it had during teacher until his health
Hoover's service, which dated declined.
Loyd Nelson, and James E. Everett M. Dirksen.
Mr. Davis was preceded in
Hurt. Interment was, in the
A public turnout was ex- back to the inception of the FBI
death by his wife, Mrs. Carrie
Marshall County Memory pected for the occasion, with in 1924.
Nixon was returning to Wash- Hodges Williams, in July 1969.
Gardens.
Missouri Gov. Christopher S.
Jarvis, age 75, died Friday at Bond on hand and Chief Judge ington a day before the Senate Born April 19, 1887, in Fulton, he
3:30 a.m. at the Benton William H. Becker of U.S. Dia- Watergate committee resumes was the son of the late William
and made an ImPagoMak
Homer Williams of 315 North — One person was killed and morass of the Chessie System
Its hearings after a Fourth of Cass Davis and Gertrude Young
Hospital. He was a retired
5th Street, Murray, passed three others were missing this railroad tracks, came from we-, Mrs. Polly Russell, age 106, farmer and a member of the
Davis. He had resided in the
July holiday recess.
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